
There was celebration and relief in Vermont on 
Feb. 24 when the State Senate voted to close the Ver-
mont Yankee nuclear power plant owned by Entergy. 
Citizens' outrage had overcome a concerted industry 
campaign of deception, with pro-nuclear propaganda 
repeated by the media and politicians all the way up 
to the President. What is telling is that there could be 
any question of granting Entergy's request to renew 
the license of this plant for another 20 years—as it ap-
proaches the end of the 40 years it was designed to last, 
it is falling apart. In 2007 one of its cooling towers col-
lapsed. This year, radioactive tritium from the plant 
was found in groundwater. It will inevitably end up in 
the Connecticut River and in drinking water.
TRITIUM LEAKS COMMON

For a year Entergy had told Vermont regulators 
and legislators under oath that it had no underground 
pipes carrying radioactive material. This year, they 
were forced to admit that it does have such pipes, that 
they are the likely leak source, and that they had even 
found a leak of tritium from an underground pipe in 
2005! This kind of cover-up is completely typical of the 
nuclear establishment since its birth. 

The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission has 
quietly stated that at least 27 of the nation's 104 reac-
tor units—more than one quarter—have leaked triti-
um. That does not count the "normal" tritium releases 
that are a routine part of every nuclear plant's opera-
tion. The nuclear establishment—industry, regulators 

and their kept scientists—blandly reassures the public 
that the levels are too low to be dangerous. But there is 
no proven safe level. Tritium is a cancer-causing sub-
stance that becomes a part of the water we drink and 
is incorporated into the environment and our food, ef-
fectively lasting for over a century. 
OBAMA TURNS TO NUKES

In the run-up to the Vermont decision, President 
Obama announced $8.3 billion in loan guarantees to 
build the first nuclear reactors in three decades. That 
is only one of the subsidies for adding two more nuclear 
reactors to Plant Vogtle, located in the majority Afri-
can-American Burke County, Georgia. This is one part 
of Obama's plan to expand available loan guarantees 
for new nuclear plants from $18.5 billion to $54 billion. 

The President, following the coal/oil/nuclear com-
pany line, portrayed nuclear expansion as a "green 
jobs" initiative. Pretending to be part of the solution 
instead of the biggest part of the problem, these in-
dustries have launched a slick "All of the above" cam-
paign to hoodwink people into thinking that, since the 
problem of climate change is so huge, we can't rely only 
on solar and wind power and had better keep burning 
coal, now baptized as "clean"; drill here, drill now; and 
keep the radiation glowing.

The anti-nuclear movement once again pointed 
out to Obama that "All of the above" means taking 
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Haiti and Hegel
by John Alan 

Editor's note: To highlight Haiti's revolutionary 
history, we print John Alan's column from the March 
2001 News & Letters. 

After giving a talk on "Hegel, Black History and 
the Idea of Freedom" in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
an article on this subject was brought to my attention: 
"Hegel and Haiti" (Critical Inquiry, Summer 2000) by 
Susan Buck-Morss. My talk took off from how Hegel's 
master/slave relationship, as the starting point for his 
dialectic of self-consciousness and freedom in his Phe-
nomenology of Spirit, has been central to Black libera-
tion theorists from W.E.B. DuBois to Frantz Fanon. 
HAITI AND MASTER/SLAVE DIALECTIC

Not only did Hegel impact Black liberation theo-
rists but, as Buck-Morss shows, there is compelling evi-
dence, ignored in the world of Hegel scholarship, that 
the Black masses in the Haitian Revolution of 1803 
were the source for Hegel's famous narrative on the 
master/slave relation in the Phenomenology. 

Buck-Morss shows that though the major figures of 
the European Enlightenment proclaimed a new concept 
of liberty as the opposite of slavery, they were nearly 
blind to the horrors of actually existing slavery which 
was the foundation for the accumulation of wealth in 
the new world trading system. She writes: "A glaring 
discrepancy between thought and practice marked the 
period of transformation of global capitalism from its 
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Iranian workers 
enter the fray 

by Htun Lin
Because of the rising activities of Iranian workers 

coming out against the regime, I'm turning over my col-
umn this issue to our Iranian correspondent, Raha.

After the unprecedented turnout of millions 
throughout Iran on the 31st anniversary of the 1979 
Revolution, many exposed the effort to bring Tehran un-
der military occupation, but there's hardly a mention of 
the deep desire to reclaim that Revolution and its goals, 
as one that belongs to the people—its true creators. 

It's time for those in the opposition who confine rev-
olution to the past, and tremble at the thought of anoth-
er revolution, to take notice. At the same time, those in 
the Left who are serious about revolution should never 
again be content with the overthrow of the old without 
the projection of the new, i.e., what they are for.

However, many intellectuals the world over have 
yet to grasp the full implications of these nine months 
of sustained mass mobilization. The continuous revolts 
that reappear in newer forms show that no might on 
earth can keep the masses in subjugation. It shows 
that, though leaderless, they cannot be brainwashed by 
Islamic ideology and they think their own thoughts.

Women and youth have been in the vanguard from 
the beginning. Those on the Left who have mistakenly 

Haiti's earthquake reveals 
 living roots of revolution

by Gerry Emmett
The devastation wrought by the magnitude seven 

earthquake that struck Haiti is still sinking in: es-
timates put casualty figures at up to 230,000 killed; 
300,000 injured; and an estimated 1,000,000 plus left 
homeless. In addition, 250,000 homes and 30,000 busi-
nesses have been destroyed. The dead are people from 
all walks of life, including feminists Myriam Merlet, 
Magalie Marcelin and Anne Marie Coriolan, and op-
position political activist Michel Gaillard.

The response to this apocalyptic destruction was 
swift and profound, at a 
grassroots level. Many 
Haitians commented on 
the way people in the Do-
minican Republic rushed 
to provide aid and com-
fort, as the woman in New 
York who said, "I was 
shocked to hear Domini-
cans speak of their Hai-
tian 'brothers,'  this is new 
and very exciting...There 
has never been a problem 
between the peoples; only 
the leaders." This grass-
roots solidarity held true 
in the U.S. and elsewhere. 

 In Haiti there has been remarkable solidarity and 
self-organization among people forced to take on the 
tasks which the government abandoned. Sharing food 
and homes has been common. As Kim Ives of Haiti Lib-
erté said, "We see throughout Haiti the population or-
ganizing themselves into popular committees to clean 
up, to pull out the bodies from the rubble, to build 
refugee camps, to set up their security for the refugee 
camps. This is a population that is self-sufficient, and 
it has been self-sufficient for many years."

 The heavy-handed, oppressive U.S. military re-
sponse reflected the historic relationship with Haiti. 
All emphasis was put on military considerations and 
"securing order." Deliveries of medicine, food and clean 
water were delayed. This resulted in many needless 
deaths. Doctors Without Borders criticized the diver-
sion of aid flights: "We have had five patients in Mar-
tissant health center die for lack of the medical sup-
plies that this plane was carrying. We were forced to 

buy a saw in the market to continue amputations."
Now 16,000 heavily armed combat troops are on 

the ground as an occupying force, in addition to 9,000 
UN troops and police.   
HAITI'S REVOLUTIONARY HISTORY

 The current situation in Haiti has roots which 
go back centuries. One can't overestimate the impor-
tance of Haiti's Revolution, which began in 1791 as the 
most radical aspect of the French Revolutionary era. It 
was the first successful slave rebellion in history, and 
it established the first and, at the time, only indepen-

dent Black republic in a 
hemisphere dominated by 
slave-owning societies in 
North and South America 
and the Caribbean. Its 
impact was so deep and 
lasting it wrote itself into 
the history of revolution-
ary thought. (See "Black/
Red View," this page.)

 A common saying 
is that Haiti was never 
forgiven for its revolu-
tion. It would perhaps be 
more accurate to say that 
the implications of that 
revolution never ceased to 
inspire the most intense 

fear and hatred in the ruling class of racist societies 
like the U.S. and France. It explains why the U.S. al-
lowed France to bleed "reparations" from Haiti from 
1825 to 1947. This despite the Monroe Doctrine. Free 
Haiti was a dagger aimed at the heart of the racist 
slave system. 

This fear of Black revolution has been constant, 
and explains the repeated U.S. interventions in Haiti, 
including U.S. support for the brutal father and son 
Duvalier dictatorship. When "Baby Doc" Duvalier was 
overthrown in 1986, then-President Reagan responded 
by supporting "interim" ruler Gen. Henri Namphy to 
"keep order." What became clear at that time was that 
the Haitian people had no desire to return to the sort 
of caricatured, U.S.-dictated bourgeois democracy that 
existed before the Duvaliers. Rather, they overwhelm-
ingly elected liberation theologian Jean-Bertrand 
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U.S. soldiers guarding food distribution at Cité Soleil in Haiti
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Memphis—In February Bridges, a social justice or-
ganization for youth, hosted its annual Bridges Peace-
Jam Youth Conference. PeaceJam is an international 
organization that intro-
duces youth to the think-
ing of Nobel Peace Prize 
laureates. Shirin Ebadi, 
the first Iranian and 
first Muslim woman to 
receive the Prize, gave 
a free public speech. 
Ebadi, Iran's first wom-
an judge in 1975, was 
forced to resign in 1979 
because women were 
forbidden to serve as 
judges after Khomeini 
took power. After writing 
many books and articles 
about human rights, she set up a law practice for cases 
of child abuse and murder and established the Iranian 
Society for Protecting the Rights of the Child and the 
Centre for the Defense of Human Rights.

Ebadi spoke about the oppressiveness of the 
Iranian government, but focused on how peo-
ple are overcoming this oppression by peaceful 
means. She described women and youth as major 
players in this movement, while it is also com-
posed of people from all walks of life

She described how women—whose children had 
been killed, injured, or imprisoned by the government 
—hold vigils dressed in black as the Committee of 
Mourning Mothers (CMM). Though their demonstra-
tions are peaceful, the government often has the par-
ticipants beaten and imprisoned. There are CMM chap-
ters in London, Paris, and California. Ebadi urged us to 
start chapters and to pressure government leaders to 
discuss the issue of human rights with Iran because "if 
Iran treats its own people like this, how can we trust it 
with the peaceful use of nuclear weapons?"

Ebadi said Iran is a rich country, yet ten million, 
one in seven people, live under the poverty line—a pov-
erty caused by corruption, excessive military spend-
ing, and the government's economic programs. Iran, 
second only to China in its number of executions, ex-
ecutes more adolescents than any other country. Pun-
ishments are different for non-Muslims, for example, a 
Muslim would receive 100 lashes for adultery while a 
non-Muslim would be executed. Under Iranian law, a 
woman's life is worth half a man's; two women's testi-
mony equals the testimony of one man in court; a man 
can marry up to four women and divorce them easily for 
any reason, but it is hard for a woman to get a divorce. 

However, women are using the few rights 
they have to struggle for more. More women than 
men have university degrees and 64% of univer-
sity students are women. The Iranian women's 
movement changed a law so that, instead of au-
tomatically going to the father, custody is deter-
mined by what is in the best interest of the child. 

The mass movement for human rights in Iran, the 
Green Movement, is democratic and composed of people 
with different ideologies. It is not a vertical movement 
of a few leaders telling the people what to do, but a 
horizontal one based on networking. 

Ebadi stated many people think this movement is 
weak because there is not one leader or strategy. That 
is actually its strength, she said, because if leaders are 
executed or imprisoned, the movement would continue, 
comparing it to the U.S. Civil Rights Movement. Ebadi 
is optimistic, stating, "Our young people will bring de-
mocracy to Iran, and we will win!"

 —Adele

by Terry Moon
The anti-abortion fanatics just keep proving that 

they are fanatics. Their latest outrage is billboards in 
Georgia with a picture of a worried looking African-
American boy and the words: "Black children are an 
endangered species." They have taken a fact—that the 
rate at which Black women choose abortions is high-
er than for white or Hispanic women—as a way to lie 
about Planned Parenthood, and, while ignoring the 
reasons for that fact, they demonize Black women who 
choose to terminate a pregnancy. 
BLACK WOMEN WILL NOT BE SILENCED

There is so much wrong with this that it could fill 
this entire page, beginning with the fact that Black 
children are not a "species." The racism in the use of 
that word alone is mind boggling. While the vast major-
ity of the fanatical wing of the anti-abortion movement 
and its leaders are white men, this campaign has made 
sure to bring out some Black faces for public consump-
tion. 

That has not been able to silence Black women 
who have been fighting for "reproductive justice"—and 
in fact invented that expression to more fully articulate 
that their struggle was not for abortion rights alone. 

Nor have these bullying billboards won favor with the 
Black women whose neighborhoods they invaded. They 
despise them, want them out, and resent being used 
and abused by the group that put them up.
HISTORIC CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 

That the billboards went up during Black History 
Month is an irony that these memory-dead fanatics 
cannot understand. In the 1960s, when the Civil Rights 
Movement was in full swing and Black and white men 
and women were putting their lives on the line for free-
dom, a segment of the Black nationalist movement 
told women they should stop taking birth control pills. 
Birth control and abortion, these Black nationalists 
said, constituted a form of genocide being pushed on 
Black women by the white racist establishment.

Black women's response was quick, angry, and 
devastating. Toni Cade Bambara was one of many who 
castigated those who urged "the Sisters to throw away 
the pill and hop to the mattresses and breed revolution-
aries and mess up the man's genocidal program." She 
wrote in 1969: 

"It is a noble thing, the rearing of warriors for the 
revolution. I can find no fault with the idea. I do, howev-
er, find fault with the notion that dumping the pill is the 
way to do it. You don't prepare yourself for the raising of 
super-people by making yourself vulnerable… You pre-
pare yourself by being healthy and confident, by having 
options that give you confidence… You prepare yourself 
by being in control of yourself. The pill gives the woman, 
as well as the man, some control. Simple as that.

"On the other hand, I would never agree that the 
pill really liberates women. It only helps… But the pill 
gives her choice, gives her control over at least some of 
the major events in her life. And it gives her time to fight 
for liberation in those other areas."* 

She could be speaking today. And while this hei-
nous billboard is supposedly only against abortion, if 
Black children are "an endangered species," it is clearly 
also an attack against Black women using birth con-
trol—any birth control.
NEW HUMAN RELATIONS—WHAT WE ARE FOR

Today, the fight against fanatical anti-abortion 
attacks against Black women is being carried out by 
those like Loretta Ross, the executive director of Sister-
Song, Women of Color Reproductive Health Collective, 
which also happens to be in Atlanta. She said, "The rea-
son we have so many Planned Parenthoods in the Black 
community is because leaders in the Black community 
in the '20s and '30s went to Margaret Sanger and asked 
for them. Controlling our fertility was part of our uplift 
out of poverty strategy, and it still works."

Ross, a leader and expert on Black women's strug-
gle for reproductive rights, wrote in 1998, "In Georgia 
between 1965 and 1967 the Black maternal death rate 

WOMENWORLDWIDE
 by Mary Jo Grey 

Billboards vs. reproductive justiceWOMAN   REASONAS

Women's rights activists in Haiti say that greater 
attention must be paid to the immediate needs of wom-
en and girls, as well as to their role in the long-term 
reconstruction of their devastated country, like a group 
of women brick makers in Leogane looking for support 
to start a brick making collective. Women and girls face 
an even higher rate of violence and health emergencies 
that are exacerbated by the absence of medical care and 
supplies. 

* * * 
Angry protesters are opposing the Nicaraguan 

government withholding life-saving treatment from a 
pregnant cancer patient because it could harm the fe-
tus. The 27-year-old mother of a 10-year-old daughter 
is in a state-run hospital that is maintaining, but not 
treating, the spreading cancer. The ruling Sandinistas 
disgustingly supported the Catholic Church in passing 
of a total ban on abortion in 2007. 

* * * 
As many as 1,200 Iranians signed a statement in 

February against a bill that would further curb wom-
en's rights, according to the web site Change for Gender 
Equality. The bill gives men the right to take additional 
wives without telling or asking their current wife, and 
would impose restrictions on alimony for women. Ira-
nian activists are asking for international support for 
"freedom and gender equality in Iran," an end to state-
led violence and repression, and the immediate release 
of all political detainees. More than 40 women's rights 
groups from nine countries are supporting them.

* * * 
An Arizona judge ordered Maricopa County Sheriff 

Joseph Arpaio to end a requirement for women pris-
oners to prepay transportation and security costs be-
fore obtaining an abortion. The Arizona ACLU said in 
a statement: "The courts have already confirmed that 
Arizona prison officials cannot put up roadblocks to 
abortion care simply because they do not agree with the 
decision to end a pregnancy."

—Information from Feminist News

 Shirin Ebadi Speaks

Shirin Ebadi
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due to illegal abortion was 14 times that of white wom-
en."** It is this reality that anti-abortion fanatics try to 
bury as they lie about endangered Black children, de-
monize Black women, and try to drive them back under 
the back-alley abortionist's knife.

In her answer to those who would try to control 
women's lives by bullying them into abandoning the 
birth control pill, Toni Cade didn't just rage against 
what she opposed. She gave us a glimpse of second ne-
gation, of what she—and we—are for: "And after all, 
it's through the fashioning of new relationships that we 
will obliterate the corrosive system of dominance, ma-
nipulation, exploitation." That is the truth we've been 
fighting for, a truth that we can never reach until wom-
en have control over our bodies and our lives. A new so-
ciety based on new human relations remains the goal.

*  Toni Cade (Bambara) "The Pill:Genocide or Liberation," The 
Black Woman, An Anthology (A mento Book, New American 
Library, New York, 1970), pp.163-166

** Loretta Ross, "African-American Woman and Abortion" 
http://www.sistersong.net/publications_and_articles/Black_
Abortion.pdf (Originally printed in Abortion Wars: A Half-
Century of Struggle, edited by Rickie Solinger, 1998), p. 1.

Celebrate International 
Women's Day

"The truth is that what initiated the actual 
overthrow of Tsarism was the action of the 
women....Further, the truth is that all the 
revolutionaries—Bolsheviks, Mensheviks, 
Social Revolutionaries—were advising 
against that action on International Wom-
en's Day. The women dismissed their advice. 

Marching 
during 
wartime 
against 
the Tsar, 
as well as 
against 
their 
factory 
condi-
tions, pro-

duced such massive, spontaneous support, 
not only from other working women but from 
housewives and women on the streets, that 
it finally impelled the male politicos to join 
them, and the revolution 
fully unfolded. That 
was fact and phi-
losophy—but it didn't 
make the politicos 
look at the activity of 
the women as Rea-
son."

*       *       *
"No doubt we will 
not fully over-
come male chau-
vinism so long as 
class society exists. But 
we can and will break up its mono-
lithism. We can and will witness the devel-
opment of women themselves not only as 
force but as reason. We can and will be a 
catalyst not only for our development as 
all-round human beings, but also for that 
of men. The first step in that direction is 
to meet the challenge as it appears, ev-
erywhere it appears, any time it rears its 

head, 
under 
no mat-
ter what 
disguis-
es. The 
first act 
of lib-
eration 

is to demand back our own heads.
—Raya Dunayevskaya

From: Women's Liberation
 and the Dialectics of Revolution

Order yours, see page 7

International Women's Day Iran 1979. Thousands 
of women took to the street chanting,"At the 
dawn of freedom, we have no freedom."
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Iran worker demands
Tehran and Municipality Bus Workers Syndi-

cate, Haft Tapeh Sugar Refinery Workers Syndi-
cate, Free Assembly of Iranian Workers, Kerman-
shah Electrical and Metal Workers Guild present 
our demands:

Thirty-one years have passed since the February 
1979 revolution. At that time millions of Iranian people, 
full of hope for a better life, took to the streets in order 
to break the yoke of despotism and repression. A na-
tionwide strike led by workers at the National Oil Com-
pany, the vanguard of the Iranian working class, shut 
down oil pipelines, ultimately tearing the despotic re-
gime asunder. Masses of people chanted, "Our oil work-
ers! Our resolute leader!" Power fell to the people….

Born of democratic struggle, strikes, protest...the 
working class has fought for its right to survive. Many 
of us now sit in jail for attempting to organize the work-
ing class and build a better life.

But these jail cells do not mark the end of the 
road....We have at our back the historical experience 
of the united and grand strike of the oil workers dur-
ing the February revolution....We inspire the best and 
most humanistic aspirations of the 1979 revolution. 
Today, after thirty-one years, we present our minimal 
demands and call for immediate and unconditional re-
alization of all of them: 

1. Unconditional recognition of independent work-
ers' organizations, the right to strike, to organize pro-
tests, the freedom of assembly, freedom of speech, and 
freedom to associate with any political party. 

2. An immediate stop to all executions, and the im-
mediate and unconditional release of labor and other 
political activists from jail. 

3. Immediate increase of the minimum wage based 
on workers' input through their representatives in gen-
eral workers assemblies. 

4. End to the Subsidies Rationalization Plan: de-
layed wages of workers should be immediately paid.... 

5. Job security for workers and all wage earners, 
the end to all temporary contracts and blank signa-
tures, removal of all government-run organizations in 
the workplace, institution of new labor laws through 
direct participation of the workers in their general 
worker assemblies. 

6. Halt to all firings under any circumstances. Any-
one expelled, or at employment age, must benefit from 
social security in line with human dignity. 

7. End of all discriminatory laws against women 
and insuring full and unconditional equality of women 
and men in all aspects of social, economic, political, cul-
tural, and family affairs. 

8. Insuring all the retired with a life of welfare, 
devoid of economic anxieties; putting an end to all dis-
criminatory payment practices, and allowing everyone 
to benefit from social and medical services. 

9. All children, irrespective of their parents' eco-
nomic and social status, gender, nationality, race, and 
religion must be granted free and equal educational, 
welfare, and healthcare benefits. 

10. May 1 must be declared a national holiday and 
included in the official calendar; all legal restrictions on 
its celebration must be removed. 

Read the full statement at newsandletters.org

Limits of
workers’ patience

The frustrations, despair, fear and anger among a 
growing number of workers keep increasing as unem-
ployment continues to rise despite economists' claims of 
economic recovery. Recoveries have begun in some sec-
tors of the economy, but where it comes to jobs, not only 
has there been no recovery, the number of unemployed 
continues to increase with no end in sight.

This fear and anger were dramatically seen in a 
February union meeting of autoworkers at the NUM-
MI (New United Motor Manufacturing, Inc,) plant in 
California. Formerly a GM-Toyota joint venture, Toyota 
was preparing to lay off its 4,600 workers and close the 
plant April 1. Some 500 workers were at the meeting to 
learn about the negotiations on severance pay as well 
as a number of other issues.

 They demanded to know the status of the ne-
gotiations and why neither the local union nor 
the United Auto Workers (UAW) national union 
had aggressively fought for them. The meeting 
erupted in white-hot anger when the union pres-
ident used the F word to try to silence a worker 
who had asked a question.

During the meeting and in interviews with work-
ers afterwards, the great divide between the workers 
and the union leadership was unmistakable, expressed 
often with profanities directed at their local leadership 
and at Ron Gettelfinger, president of the UAW. The 
workers noted that the UAW was now a part owner of 
GM following the bankruptcy, and that the union was 
looking out for the interests of GM instead of union 
members. 
UAW CONNIVED WITH TOYOTA

Workers also charged that, while they were kept in 
the dark about negotiations, the union was getting a 
part of their severance pay and that conditions put on 
getting their severance pay were designed to keep work-
ers in line until the plant closed. In other words, no mis-
behaving on the part of the workers. But the greatest 
concern was over losing their job, with no union battle 
to keep the plant operating.

The question of jobs remains at the top of the list 
for all workers. Of the 15 million officially unemployed, 
6.3 million have been out of work for more than six 
months, higher than at any time in the past. Millions 
of workers and their families are barely getting by on 
unemployment compensation checks. For 2.4 million 
of them, their checks will run out by the end of April. 
Extension of unemployment compensation by Congress 
would be just a stopgap measure. Only about two-thirds 
of the unemployed get unemployment checks at all, yet 
44 states cut off welfare benefits for families whose in-
come is 75% or more of the poverty level.

The U.S. economy must generate 100,000 jobs 
a month just to meet the number of new job ap-
plicants. The Labor Department does not count 
those who have exhausted their unemployment 
benefits or who have given up on finding a job, as 
millions have. So the real number of unemployed 
is more than 20 million. 

The greatest culprit is automation, which has de-
stroyed 5.6 million jobs since 2000—a number that will 
only increase as technological discoveries are applied to 
factories, mines, mills, and offices. None are immune. 
So even reversing the export of jobs to low wage coun-
tries like China would not solve the crisis that capital-
ism has created. 
RECOVERY WITHOUT JOBS?

In the past, auto, banking, and home construction 
have led the way out of recessions, but there is no hope 
of that now. Auto companies have been a basket case 
for the past two years, home mortgage foreclosures con-
tinue at an increasing rate, and there have been more 
banks closed this past year than in any year since re-
cords were first started, outside of the Depression. 

Nor do all suffer equally. Black men, who make up 
only 5.4% of the workforce, are 13% of the long-term 
unemployed. The unemployment rate for those earning 
over $150,000 is 3.2% and 4% for those in the $100,000 
to $150,000 bracket, but a whopping 30.8% for those 
making less than $12,000 a year—worse than the 25% 
unemployment rate during the Great Depression.

Many commentators point out that a continuation 
of joblessness will lead to social unrest, social disloca-
tions, social turmoil and a whole host of other "socials," 
but they are straining to find any expression other than 
"revolution," a word that they all know and fear. By now 
it is clear that the spirit of revolt in the U.S. is growing. 
It is not only workers and their families who are feeling 
the need for a profound change to be able to live like hu-
man beings, it is pervading the whole of society. 

This kind of change is what the majority of people 
looked to when they voted for President Obama. But in-
stead of change, there is only more of the same, and in 
many cases, even worse. The specter of social revolution 
haunted the whole decade of the Great Depression. It is 
increasingly haunting the present period of the Great 
Recession.

Chicago—Over 200 marched on Martin Luther 
King Jr. Day, Jan. 18, in opposition to cutbacks in pub-
lic services, in particular public transportation. The 
demonstration was organized by Public Workers Unite! 

PWU! member Earl Silbar described the group this 
way: "We are CTA workers, we are people who used to 
work for the State of Illinois, we're people who work for 
the Chicago Board of Education, and we are individu-
als. We are all united on a few things. The cuts in public 
services are not deserved. 
There is lots of money. 
They gave out $2 trillion to 
the banks who are making 
money for themselves and 
nobody else." 

PWU! is part of a grow-
ing national movement to 
defend vital public services. 
It includes everything from 
the national fight against 
cutbacks in education rep-
resented by the March 4 
Coalition which formed in 
California, to local struggles 
against school closures and 
cutbacks at Stroger Hospital in Chicago. It has the po-
tential to become a significant movement if it incorpo-
rates serious discussion of theoretical issues—which are 
becoming concrete—with the voices of workers and the 
people who depend upon these public services.

These are voices from the Jan. 18 demonstration: 
Carlos Acevedo, CTA Local 241—The CTA 

is using its workers as pawns. They sent out nearly 
2,000 layoff notices, though they never intended to 
lay that many people off. The CTA wants to use the 
workers as pawns to try to open up a contract the 
workers have honored and fought so hard for.

Public workers defend jobs, services

Workers fight 'ley 7'
Aguadilla, Puerto Rico—The ruling pro-statehood 

party, Partido Nuevo Progresista, got a boost from the 
Supreme Court of Puerto Rico when it decided four to 
three that "ley 7" was constitutional. Ley 7 is the spear 
point of neoliberal policies which have put thousands of 
public sector workers in the ranks of the unemployed, 
not to mention the deconstruction of public services. 
(See January-February News & Letters, "Defiance of 
'ley 7.'") 

Public services are down to a minimum. School 
janitors were laid off, even with 15 years on the job. 
They were told to join cooperatives to provide cleaning 
services to the schools. As the garbage piled up, the 
janitors were hired back to clean up the mess.  

University bookstores are closing because person-
nel have been laid off at campuses of the University of 
Puerto Rico. Students are forced to look elsewhere to 
buy their textbooks—often at outrageous prices. These 
are just some examples of the neoliberal attempt to 
make a capitalist island a paradise for corporate greed.

The Supreme Court decision was no surprise to 
the working class. The judges were handpicked by the 
ruling party, but among the dissenters was the Chief 
Justice—so there are contradictions in the ruling class.

Worker protests continue. Acts of passive resis-
tance are continuous, and more are planned. A general 
strike is in the works. The real struggle is in the streets. 
While members of the governor's blue-ribbon education 
commission sit in their air-conditioned offices ensuring 
that Puerto Rican schools comply with the regulations 
of the Bush/Obama "No Child Left Behind," the work-
ers will be in the streets blocking traffic and forming 
human chains of dignity.                                     —Teófilo

Stolen wages
Horn Lake, Miss.—On Feb. 19, 25 Memphis-area 

workers and supporters gathered at 11:30 AM in front of 
El Patron Mexican restaurant here to protest a $16,000 
wage theft. Waiter Jorge Panuco worked full-time and 
overtime at El Patron over a course of 14 months to go 
home with only his cash tips. The restaurant withheld 
not only wages but also credit card tips, a total of more 
than $16,000. 

The picket, organized by the Memphis-based Work-
ers' Interfaith Network (WIN), called for a stop to wage 
theft and a boycott of El Patron until Jorge's pay is re-
funded or a payment plan is worked out. Throughout 
the lunchtime rush, we passed out hundreds of leaflets 
detailing this case to potential customers and custom-
ers leaving the restaurant. 

Demonstrators witnessed customers pull in to the 
turn lane, slow down, look at the picket, and then con-
tinue on to another restaurant. Police arrived a num-
ber of times and, though hostile and aggressive towards 
the picket and WIN spokespeople, did not attempt to 
disrupt us.  Representatives of El Patron came out to 
discuss the picket with spokespeople and organizers. 

This informal negotiation offered no concrete set-
tlement. Negotiators from WIN had attempted to ne-
gotiate with management, but, after Friday's picket, 
Jorge and WIN expect negotiations to begin.     —Ceylon 

EDITORIAL
They are going to lay off full-time operators and 

continue part-time employees. This is a clear violation, 
and Local 241 will fight it. All the cuts in management 
that CTA President Rodriguez has made don't amount 
to a hill of beans. In my department alone, mainte-
nance, there has been a 12% decrease in workers, but a 
12.5% increase in management. 

Gwen Johnson, former CTA driver—Cutting 
back the early morning service and ending the late ser-
vice? Everybody doesn't have a 9-to-5 job. The people 

you see out there at 4 and 5 
o'clock in the morning, going 
to work, if those bus hours are 
cut short, then they can't take 
the bus to work.

Erek Slater, CTA driv-
er—We're coming together 
today because they're cutting 
our services, from teachers to 
public transportation to our 
healthcare. We keep on getting 
pushed, right? We're pushed 
and pushed and pushed. We 
need to start pushing back.

Andy Thayer, Gay Lib-
eration Network—In times of cutbacks, that's when 
you see scapegoating. We all know that the trillions of 
dollars going to these wars is the real reason why we're 
having cutbacks in schools, public transit and health-
care. We need to redirect and fight against war the way 
Dr. King did. He understood that you couldn't fight an 
unjust war abroad and have justice at home.

The layoffs and service cuts went into effect on Feb. 
7, but the struggle which PWU! is a part of is still only 
beginning.                                                  —Gerry Emmett

Chicago Indymedia
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To all N&L Committees, Dear Comrades:
Because I think it is incumbent upon a 

Constitutional Convention which has as a focal 
point the inclusion in its very constitution of the 
latest theoretical work, Rosa Luxemburg, Women's 
Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolution, to 
see in it a great deal more than just a paragraph, I 
would like to explain all the paragraphs that were 
added after its publication, in the following context:

1) That it is no accident that it is the Marx 
centenary which prompted the new publication of our 
other two fundamental works, Marxism and Freedom 
and Philosophy and Revolution, and 

2) That this led us to call the theoretical 
foundations of Marxist-Humanism, as a totality, a 
trilogy of revolution.

Here, then, are the paragraphs as they were added 
to each section:

IN THE INTRODUCTION just before the final 
paragraphs, I saw a need not to have the reader wait 
for the final chapter to know that we are challenging 
post-Marx Marxists. With that in mind, the added 
paragraph makes clear at once that the very first point 
misunderstood by post-Marx Marxists, beginning with 
Frederick Engels, was Marx's work in the last decade 
regarding what we now call the Third World, and what 
Marx called, in the Grundrisse, "the Asiatic mode of 
production" as well as commenting on it as he read 
Morgan's Ancient Society....

That seems to have been the first point so 
misunderstood by post-Marx Marxists, beginning 
with Frederick Engels, who, without having 
known all of the massive Ethnological Notebooks 
Marx had left behind, undertook to write his 
own version of Morgan's work—his Origin of the 
Family—as a "bequest" of Marx. When [David] 
Ryazanov discovered these notebooks, he rushed—
before he ever had a chance to decipher them—to 
characterize them as "inexcusable pedantry." If an 
Engels, who was a close collaborator of Marx and 
without whom we would not have had Volumes II 
and III of Capital, could nevertheless so suddenly 
have become overconfident about his own prowess 
of interpreting Marx as to assume he was speaking 
for Marx; if an archivist-scholar like Ryazanov 
could, at a time when he was actually publishing 
those magnificent early essays of Marx (the 1844 
Economic-Philosophic Manuscripts), spend a good 
deal of his first report on the Archives of Marx in 
asking for 20 to 30 people to help him sort these 
manuscripts out, and yet pass judgment before he 
dug into them—it says a great deal about literary 
heirs but nothing whatsoever about so great an 
historic phenomenon as Marx's Marxism.

Isn't it time to challenge all of the post-Marx 
Marxists when even those who have achieved 
great revolutions (and none was greater than 
the 1917 Russian Revolution) did not, in thought, 
measure up to Marx? Isn't it time to dig into what 
Marx, who had discovered a whole new continent 
of thought, had to say for himself? (Chapter XII 
concentrates especially on the last writings of 
Marx, in which this author found a trail to the 
1980s.)

*          *          *
CHAPTER III OF PART ONE jams up 

the different views of Luxemburg and Marx on 
"Accumulation of Capital" in order to show that the 
new events which Luxemburg called "reality," which 
she contrasted to Marx's "theory," could have been 
so contrasted because she failed to fully work out 
dialectic methodology—which would have revealed 
a single dialectic in both objective and subjective 
worlds. To that end, the whole subject of methodology 
was expanded to reveal the difference between how 
Absolute appeared in the phenomenal world (and the 
phenomenon she had in mind was imperialism) and 
how Absolute was worked out in [Hegel's] Philosophy 
of Mind, where it cannot possibly be separated from 
Subject, i.e., revolutionary force as Reason....

Methodology being the dialectic movement 
both in [Hegel's] Phenomenology of Mind and 
in the Philosophy of Mind, let us look deeper 
into their difference. While it is true that in the 
Phenomenology we speak not just of appearance, 

FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA
After publishing Rosa Luxemburg, Women's 

Liberation, and Marx's Philosophy of Revolu-
tion, Dunayevskaya went on a national tour in the 
Marx centenary, 1983. In her Aug. 26, 1983, let-
ter excerpted here, she summed up paragraphs she 
had written during the tour to expand on the book. 
Footnotes below were added by the editor. The letter 
can be found in the Raya Dunayevskaya Collection, 
#15370-74. Excerpts of the letter with added material 
are included in the second edition of the book. See pp. 
xxxiii-xxxviii.

Additions to Rosa Luxemburg, Women's Liberation and Marx's Philosopy of Revolution

Foundations of Marxist-Humanism
much less of mere show, but of a philosophy of 
appearance, it is not true that the methodology, 
as we follow the movement of the dialectic in 
Philosophy of Mind, is either the philosophy of 
phenomena or even of essence. Rather, the dialectic 
in the Notion is that the Absolute there opens so 
many new doors in both the objective and subjective 
spheres as to reveal totality itself as new beginning.

Thus, as against the phenomenology of 
imperialism being merely a reflection of new 
surfacings of oppression, new appearances surface 
as so profound a philosophy of revolution as to 
disclose that what inheres in it is a living Subject 
that will resolve the great contradiction of its 
absolute opposites, imperialism and national 
oppression. It is this which Marxist-Humanists 
call the new revolutionary forces as Reason. 
Therein is the nub of the Great Divide between 
Phenomenology and Philosophy—and because it is 
no abstraction, but a live Subject, it unites rather 
than divides theory and reality.

*          *          *
IN PART TWO ON THE Women's Liberation 

Movement, especially the section on the "Unfinished 
Task," the point I chose to elaborate was, once again, 
the conception of Women's Liberation not just as force 
but as Reason. The new here, however, was that the 
"proof" came from history itself—Feb. 23, 1917 [March 
8 on the Western calendar]. This was for purposes of 
showing that the women were the ones who initiated 
that revolution. Even now I am not sure that we totally 
understand that that, in turn, depends on women 
practicing the immediate problems inseparable from 
the philosophic context. This is why I have two final 
suggestions: 1) Do, please, consider the paper worked 
out for the anthropology conference, "Marx's 'New 
Humanism' and the Dialectics of Women's Liberation 
in Primitive and Modern Societies," as well as the talk 
I gave at the Third World Women's Conference, as 
integral to and expansion of Part Two.1

2) The second and key suggestion is the 
imperativeness of a study of Part Three, without which 
there can be no total comprehension not just of Part 
Three, in and for itself, but of the fact that it is that 
Part that informs the whole work. It is Marx's Marxism 
as a totality after it has gone through combat with the 
greatest revolutionaries of the post-Marx period—Lenin 
and Luxemburg, without whom we could not have 
reached the new stage we have achieved....

Quite the contrary. History proves a very 
different truth, whether we look at February 1917, 
where the women were the ones who initiated the 
revolution; whether we turn further back to the 
Persian Revolution of 1906-11, where the women 
created the very first women's soviet; or whether we 
look to our own age in the 1970s in Portugal, where 
Isabel do Carmo raised the totally new concept of 
apartidarismo.2 It is precisely because women's 

1. Both pieces are included in Dunayevskaya's Women's Lib-
eration and the Dialectics of Revolution.

2. Apartidarismo, literally "non-partyism," involves autonomy 
from vanguard parties. See "Will the Revolution in Portugal 
Advance?" in Dunayevskaya's Women's Liberation and the 

liberationists are both revolutionary force and 
Reason that they are crucial. If we are to achieve 
success in the new revolutions, we have to see that 
the uprooting of the old is total from the start.

(And to the end of the next, the penultimate 
paragraph, one sentence is added, after the sentence 
ending: "...which do not separate practice from theory.")

Which is what Luxemburg meant when she 
defined "being human" as "joyfully throwing your 
life on the scales of destiny."

*          *          *
IT IS NO ACCIDENT that the paragraph that 

was added to Chapter XII on the Black dimension is the 
one that at once became urgent to the National Tour 
itself—so much so that I read it out as if it actually were 
in the book, in my talks on the Black dimension. Nor is 
it an accident that Charles Denby suggested it be the 
center of the new introduction for American Civilization 
on Trial. At the same time, by considering all that Marx 
had said in a single place rather than separately as they 
had been expressed in each specific decade, you could 
see the totality, so that it became inseparable from his 
concept of "revolution in permanence," including his 
very last work, the Ethnological Notebooks....

With this dialectical circle of circles, Marx's 
reference in the Ethnological Notebooks to the 
Australian aborigine as "the intelligent black" 
brought to a conclusion the dialectic he had 
unchained when he first broke from bourgeois 
society in the 1840s and objected to the use of the 
word, "Negro," as if it were synonymous with the 
word, "slave." By the 1850s, in the Grundrisse, he 
extended that sensitivity to the whole pre-capitalist 
world. By the 1860s, the Black dimension became, 
at one and the same time, not only pivotal to the 
abolition of slavery and victory of the North in the 
Civil War, but also to the restructuring of Capital, 
itself. In a word, the often-quoted sentence: "Labor 
cannot emancipate itself in the white skin where 
in the black skin it is branded," far from being 
rhetoric, was the actual reality and the perspective 
for overcoming that reality. Marx reached, at every 
historic turning point, for a concluding point, not 
as an end but as a new jumping off point, a new 
beginning, a new vision.

*          *          *
(Finally, on p. 195 just before the final paragraph...)

This is the further challenge to the form of 
organization which we have worked out as the 
committee-form rather than the "party-to-lead." 
But, though committee-form and "party-to-lead" 
are opposites, they are not absolute opposites. 
At the point when the theoretic-form reaches 
philosophy, the challenge demands that we 
synthesize not only the new relations of theory 
to practice, and all the forces of revolution, but 
philosophy's "suffering, patience and labor of the 
negative," i.e., experiencing absolute negativity. 
Then and only then will we succeed in a revolution 
that will achieve a class-less, non-racist, non-sexist, 
truly human, truly new Society. That which Hegel 
judged to be the synthesis of the "Self-Thinking 
Idea" and the "Self-Bringing-Forth of Liberty," 
Marxist-Humanism holds, is what Marx had called 
the new society. The many paths to get there are 
not easy to work out.

We have entitled the Perspectives "What 
To Do"3—and we didn't mean by that only when 
facing objective crises, but in the need to single 
out the new moments in Marx and the "trail to the 
1980s" which we discovered there. Put differently, 
that "discovery" was possible because: 1) finally 
we had all the writings of Marx as a totality; 2) 
we had lived through a 30-year-long movement 
from practice; and 3) our unique contributions to 
these three decades were inseparable from the 
objective movement. It becomes necessary now to 
spell out the hieroglyphic "three books, not one," 
which has created the ground for the challenge to 
all post-Marx Marxists, and to develop the moment 
the masses have reached in their search for a 
philosophy of revolution which would enable them 
to succeed in an actual revolution.

With this final addition we have come to the 
question of Organization as likewise inseparable from 
the concept of "revolution in permanence." By using 
that as ground for organization, we must under no 
circumstances fall into the trap of substitutionism—
as if the ground was the actuality of organizational 
growth. Without becoming a dogma, "revolution in 
permanence" must at one and the same time underline 
the imperativeness of organizational growth at this 
crucial period.

Yours, Raya

Dialectics of Revolution.
3. The 1982-83 Perspectives Thesis for News and Letters Com-

mittees, titled "What to Do: Facing the Depth of Recession 
and the Myriad Global Political Crises as well as the Philo-
sophic Void," can be found in the Raya Dunayeskaya Collec-
tion, #7515-38.

Rosa Luxemburg,
Women's 
Liberation,  
and Marx's 
Philosophy of 
Revolution

by Raya Dunayevskaya

Read the whole book along 
with these added paragraphs 
to discover 

Rosa Luxemburg's 
feminist dimension, 
post-Marx Marxism 
as pejorative, Marx's 
concept of the Man/

Woman 
relation, new 
moments of Marx's 
last decade which 
leave a trail to our 
day, and much more.

To order, see 
literature listing, 

p. 7
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understanding—and consequently of development—of 
philosophy, or of the dialectic in thought and in Marxist 
practice in general, and especially on the question 
of organization and the party. But where to find the 
theoretical basis to fill these gaps? It is a fundamental 
task, without which we are left with a crippled 
Marxism, with a blind practice, without theory, unable 
to overcome the "state-capitalism" into which had 
flowed the giant revolution led by Lenin. 

This theoretical basis is found in certain texts 
that should be read as a whole....These texts are, from 
Marx, the Economic-Philosophical Manuscripts of 
1844, Capital, especially the first chapter, and Critique 
of the Gotha Program, and for Hegel, the chapter on 
the "Absolute Idea" of Logic, the "Absolute Spirit" 
(paragraphs 575, 576, 577) of the Encyclopaedia 
and the chapter on the "Absolute Knowledge" of the 
Phenomenology of Spirit. To these texts must be added 
Lenin's Philosophical Notebooks. 

A first glance cannot but draw attention not only 
to the importance attached to Hegel, but to the texts 
that refer to Hegel's "Absolutes," that is, Absolute 
Idea, Absolute Spirit, Absolute Knowledge. After all, 
according to most interpretations these Absolutes 
constitute the closing of the system, the closure of 
history. In this respect the interpretation of the author 
is dazzling and extremely fruitful for rethinking and 
reorienting the liberation movements. 

Noticeably, her reading of Marx's works does not 
share the lack of philosophical elaboration which has 

led to scientistic interpretations of Capital. According 
to our author, said philosophy can be found already 
elaborated in the 1844 Paris Manuscripts, which were 
followed by a series of key experiences such as the 
Communist League of 1848, the First International in 
1864 and the Paris Commune of 1871. In none of these 
moments did the philosophy reach the level of the 1844 
Manuscripts, which was only achieved in 1875 with the 
Critique of the Gotha Program, a document in which, 
however, Marx designated philosophy as "principle." 

In 1844 Marx, according to Raya, discovered 
"negation of the negation" at the hand of Hegel, while at 
the same time criticizing his mysticism "as it considers 
that [negation of the negation] as various stages of 
consciousness, rather than as concrete ideas of men and 
women," and at the same time rejecting both capitalism 
and "vulgar communism" and naming his philosophy "a 
new humanism." 

SEVERAL CONCEPTS ARE OF paramount 
importance here. First, the "negation of the negation" 
is the soul of the dialectic. Only by fully internalizing it 
can one understand that Marxism intrinsically implies 
"revolution in permanence" and that "Absolute Idea" is 
not a closure but an opening for new beginnings, the 
central issues in Raya's philosophical thought. Marx 
recovers this principle of Hegel, bringing it to the 
consciousness of concrete men and women, so that his 
materialism is in reality "humanism."...

This philosophical conception was the foundation of 
organization in Marx's practice, both in the Communist 
League, and in the Manifesto of 1848, in the First 
International in 1864 and in the Paris Commune of 
1871, praised as "the form, the working existence, the 
communal non-state." "Why then," asks Raya, "is the 

by Rubén Dri
Editor's note: The following is excerpted from Rubén 

Dri's special introduction to the new Spanish edition 
of The Power of Negativity by Raya Dunayevskaya. 
(Translation by Franklin Dmitryev and Erica Rae.) 

The 1960s and 1970s were characterized in Latin 
America by the resurgence of social and political 
movements fighting to end centuries of oppression and 
to begin building a new society free from imperialism 
and from oppression by the dominant classes in each 
country. The partial successes achieved were erased by 
ferocious military dictatorships, which terrorized the 
population to leave the field open for implementation 
of the neoliberal project promoted by the Washington 
Consensus. 

In the 1980s and 1990s neoliberalism was 
deployed across the entire Latin American continent. 
Privatization, labor flexibility, unemployment, 
destruction of national industries, free movement of 
speculative capital, and preaching and performance 
of the crudest individualism that gave rise to the 
destruction of social relations. 

The popular sectors had been dealt the deepest 
political defeat. The terror established by the military 
and the management of the economy by the big 
corporations, producing inflation that deepened the 
terror to the point of not knowing what there will be 
to eat tomorrow, left the popular movements and their 
activists with a deep sense of powerlessness. 

But people also have common sense, good sense, 
as Gramsci noted, a good sense that we could translate 
as "the people's wisdom." There is a people's knowledge 
that knows when and how the powers of domination 
can be confronted. It is a creative wisdom. Suffering 
political defeat, activists took refuge in the social field. 

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS GREW stronger. New 
movements emerged. Their fundamental characteristic 
is not only to arise from the bases, from below, but 
always to stay in contact with that. It is the way of self-
moving by constituting itself as subjects.... 

The social movements exhibit great vitality 
and creativity, but at the same time have met with 
limitations that at first sight seem insurmountable. As 
social movements, they have a very restricted, limited 
range, and end up being swallowed up by traditional 
political parties. This reveals the need to rethink 
politics in such a way that these movements can 
transcend themselves. 

But this is impossible without theory. It is 
natural that, when we talk about theory, a determined 
skepticism rises in the activists of these movements, due 
to the mistakes and abuses that have been committed 
in the name of theory. It has always been difficult to 
understand the unsplittable totality of practice and 
theory.... 

A fundamental theoretical assumption for any 
revolutionary political project is that reality moves 
dialectically and, therefore, without dialectical 
understanding and action, it is impossible to succeed. 
Here various problems arise that make that difficult to 
achieve. First, the simplification that is already found 
in Engels and, with Stalinism, was reinforced through 
dogmatization. In this way, what should have been the 
key to understanding and transforming reality, was 
transformed into a screen that obscures it. 

IN ARGENTINA on Dec. 19-20, 2000, a great 
revolt broke out against the politics of neoliberal 
destruction. Employed and unemployed workers, 
villagers, teachers, housewives, and students occupied 
the public space, making themselves lords of the city 
streets and squares....In Buenos Aires and the most 
important cities, there arose the phenomenon of the 
assembly, a social-political phenomenon that embodies 
a feeling of profound rejection of politics. 

It is a new phenomenon containing great 
potentialities that could only be translated into 
new politics if it were interpreted dialectically. For 
the conception of the Left parties in general, there 
was nothing to interpret, but only to "apply." The 
phenomenon was not really "new," but simple repetition. 
The assemblies should receive instructions from the 
vanguard parties. Thus those parties contributed to the 
lack of translation of the assemblies' potentials into a 
political force. 

Another problem is that, for the comprehension of 
the dialectic, what is absolutely necessary is the journey 
through Hegel; and here, on the one hand, intervenes 
the prejudice that his idealist dialectic was superseded 
by the materialism of Marx and, on the other hand, 
reading Hegel turns out to be not at all easy. Lenin's 
confession that it is impossible to understand Capital 
if one has not understood the Logic is disregarded. 
The book by Raya Dunayevskaya that we present is an 
invaluable aid to guide us in these problems....

Raya Dunayevskaya's central concern is the lack of 

From the Mexican edition of The Power of Negativity

Latin America and Dunayevskaya's thought
actual concretization of a new unity so sharply critiqued 
as in the Critique of the Gotha Program?" 

To find an answer, the author notes that Marx in a 
letter to Freiligrath, who had told him that he did not 
belong to any party, replied, "neither do I, to any existing 
party." Raya interprets that this statement of Marx 
had a "historical sense."1 The experience of the Paris 
Commune was key. He had to go "lower and deeper." 

The radical critique Marx made in that document 
on the Gotha Program brings Raya to question the 
absence of the philosophic moment in organization, or 
in the party. "We were so overwhelmed," she said, "with 
the movement from practice that we were hardly as 
enthusiastic or as concrete about the movement from 
theory, if not actually forgetting it."2 It was in 1953, upon 
Stalin's death, that Raya wrote two letters in which she 
posed the lines to follow to overcome the obstacle. 

It is therefore essential to rethink organization, 
which so far has lacked the "philosophic moment" that 
cannot be other than the dialectic in the full sense. In 
the words of the author: "The imperativeness of both 
the objective and subjective urgency now manifests 
that what has been an untrodden path all these years, 
by all post-Marx Marxists—including Lenin, who did 
dig into philosophy, but not the party, and Luxemburg, 
who did dig into spontaneity, but not philosophy—
is organization, the Dialectics of Philosophy and 
Organization." 

THE THEME OF ORGANIZATION is the theme 
of the party, but our author does not refer to the party 

of the masses, as that is a 
task that the masses will 
accomplish, nor to the elitist 
party, which she openly 
rejects. She refers specifically 
to the group of which she is 
part, which is conscious that 
nothing can be done without 
the masses—we would say 
"without the people"—but is 
conscious that, on the other 
hand, one cannot do without 
the theoretical moment. 
She graphically expresses 
that her search is for the 
"objectivity of subjectivity." 

This search necessarily 
encounters Lenin, from 
whom it receives important 
aid, to the extent that he saw 
the necessity of philosophy 
and took it up, drawing on 
Hegel, but not with respect 
to organization, remaining 
anchored to the elitist 
party elaborated in What 
Is to Be Done? Lenin fills, 
in a certain way, the post-
Marx philosophical void. He 
does not try to "apply" the 
dialectic, as did both Marcuse 
and Merleau-Ponty, and 
Engels himself, but rather he 
"is trying to figure out what 
is happening in his age."... 

We must pause for a moment to consider the 
characterization of the Hegelian Absolutes. Theory 
and practice constitute the dialectical totality in a 
movement that goes as much from practice to theory 
as from theory to practice. A fundamental weakness of 
post-Marx Marxism was its concentration on practice, 
forgetting theory, that is to say, forgetting philosophy. 
The Absolute Idea, moreover, "contains the highest 
opposition within itself," so it is a major error to think 
of it as the end of history. On the contrary, it is nothing 
more and nothing less than "revolution in permanence." 

THE ABSOLUTE IDEA, moreover, is "absolute 
liberation," the dialectic of freedom in which there 
is no transition. It should be understood as "the idea 
[that] freely releases itself in absolute self-security 
and self-repose." Raya clarifies the significance of this 
dialectic, considering it as the overcoming of Stalinism. 
The Leninist revolution was the stage of transitions. 
The totalitarian, or Stalinist, state "must be overcome 
by a totally new revolt in which everyone experiences 
'absolute liberation.'"...

We cannot conclude this introduction without 
making the recommendation that Hegel makes to the 
reader of the Phenomenology and applying it to the 
texts of Raya Dunayevskaya: "Impatience asks for the 
impossible, wants to reach the goal without the means 
of getting there. The length of the journey has to be 
borne with, for every moment is necessary; and again 
we must halt at every stage."
1. Marx wrote, "I meant the party in the eminent historical 

sense," as opposed to a "wholly ephemeral sense," in his 
2/29/1860 letter to Ferdinand Freiligrath.—ed.

2. Elsewhere Raya says that philosophy is the missing link of 
Marxism. 

¡Ya disponible! Edición mexicana: 

El poder de la negatividad: Escritos 
sobre la dialéctica en Hegel y Marx.

Publicado por Juan Pablos Editor, S.A., México.
Introducción especial por Rubén Dri, filósofo/activista argen-

tino, profesor consulto en la Facultad de Ciencias Sociales de 
la Universidad de Buenos Aires, autor de varios libros sobre 
la Fenomenología del espíritu de Hegel.  Oferta de lanzamiento:

$10 más gastos de $4 en EE.UU. Pida desde  
News & Letters, 228 S. Wabash #230, Chicago, IL 60604.

"La interpretación de Hegel y Marx, o sea del humanismo marxista 
que hace Raya Dunayevskaya es realmente fascinante y es más necesario 
que nunca para esta etapa de los movimientos populares latinoamerica-
nos." — Rubén Dri

Now available in Spanish! Mexican edition of: 
The Power of Negativity: Writings on the dialectic in 
Hegel and Marx.

Special introduction by Rubén Dri, an Argentine philosopher/activist, consulting 
professor in the Faculty of Social Sciences at the University of Buenos Aires, author of 
several books on Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit.

Introductory offer:  $10 plus $4 postage. Order from News & Letters, 228 S. Wabash 
#230, Chicago, IL 60604.  Published by Juan Pablos Editor, S.A., Mexico.

"Raya Dunayevskaya's interpretation of Hegel and Marx, that is, of 
Marxist-Humanism, is truly fascinating and is more necessary than ever 
for this stage of Latin American people's movements." — Rubén Dri
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The outpouring of common folks 
everywhere to help the Haitians 
indicates that people are not waiting for 
the U.S. or any other government to act, 
but are acting on their own. The same 
people are open, I believe, to support a 
real change that would lead to a new 
society where the capitalist concept of 
value is what is destroyed. 

Revolutionary
Los Angeles

***
If there is one thing people in Haiti 

understand it is the importance of 
people power.

Correspondent
California

***
While we are all being asked to give 

money and help to Haiti and we feel 
good when we can give it, what needs 
to be understood is how much we owe to 
Haiti. In a very real sense we owe it the 
American Revolution against Britain. 
They helped. And today, when the real 
heroes after the earthquake are those 
who are helping, feeding, and housing 
each other with whatever they have, it 
gives me a glimpse of what a different 
kind of world could look like than the 
twisted one we have today.

Women's Liberationist
Chicago

***
What Haiti represents is a prism in 

which to view the entire bankruptcy of 
this rotten society and, historically, its 
opposition in resistance, rebellion and 
revolution. It is a way of seeing American 
Civilization on Trial (indeed, Western 
Civilization on Trial) if we define that in 
terms of the rise of capitalism, including 
its colonization of Africa and the "New 
World."

Observer
Mexico

***
R.I.S.A. (Rising in Solidarity 

with Ayiti) is a grassroots network of 
Chicago organizers, health workers, 
activists, healers, historians, youth, 
and artists working in solidarity with 
our comrades, sisters and brothers 
in Ayiti (Haiti) to recover from the 
devastating impact of the recent 
earthquakes and historic atrocities. Our 
work is based in grassroots organizing 

principles and we are connected to the 
agricultural, artistic, humanitarian and 
revolutionary spirit of Ayiti.

You can find us on Facebook 
and at http://www.risinginsolidarity.
wordpress.com.

•
INTERNATIONAL 
WOMEN'S DAY 

IN N&L HISTORY 
International 

Women's Day is 
a good time to 
look at women's 

revolutionary force and reason 
throughout the world and its importance 
in the development of the philosophy of 
Marxist-Humanism.

In the 1960s I came to News 
and Letters Committees out of the 
Women's Liberation Movement and 
the anti-Vietnam War movement, and 
was surprised but happy to see that 
Women's Liberation had been cited in 
the 1956 News and Letters Committees 
Constitution.

This has been projected through 
the continuing development of the WL 
page, as women as force and reason in 
all the worldwide struggles. In one of my 
favorite News and Letters Committees 
pamphlets, Working Women for Freedom, 
Raya Dunayevskaya's Appendix relates 
the historic struggles to the new 
struggles and makes it timeless:

"Women's struggles have created 
totally new situations hidden from 
history and still unrecognized as 
philosophic ground…What today we call 
Women's Liberation as an idea whose 
time has come, are movements from 
practice, from below, that have been 
accumulating through the ages…

"[T]hey show working-class women 
in motion as shapers of history. The 
dialectical relationship of spontaneity 
to organization is of the essence to all 
of us as we face today's crises…What 
we do need is a unity of philosophy and 
revolution. Without it, we will not be 
able to get out from under the whip of 
the counter-revolution."

Mary Jo Grey
Chicago

OBAMA: 1st YEAR REPORT CARD
I read comments that with Obama's 

election racism is not such a crucial issue 
today. But the experience I recently had, 
while not overt racism, shows we have a 
long way to go. My granddaughter goes 
to a Christian private school where the 
majority are white and there are only a 
few Latinos or Blacks. I called the school 
to get them to have a Black history 
program. They said that sounded like 
a good idea. But when, toward the end 
of February, my granddaughter asked 
them whether they were going to have a 
program, they said they had no plans for 
one. An awareness of the role of Black 
men and women in America is still very 
much needed in our schools.

Georgiana Steward
Fontana, California

***
Nothing substantial came from the 

Copenhagen climate change conference. 
The U.S. and China in particular resisted 
many propositions from the Third World 
for handling global warming. There are 
consequences in delay. There are some 
areas of the world where a few inches of 
ocean could destroy many villages and 
communities. We are sabotaging our 
own future.

Concerned
Detroit

***
It would do well for everyone to study 

how Marx figured out capitalism's drive 
to be a question of the accumulation 
of capital. It isn't just Obama who is 
stuck on that. He wants to get to Main 
Street, but he keeps going to Wall Street 
because that's where the money is.

Student of Marx
San Francisco

***
The news of Obama's turn to 

nuclear power is serious. It comes on the 
heels of his failure in Copenhagen and 
the showdown with Iran. This is great 
fodder for Ahmadinejad, and a signal 
for all countries to expand their nuclear 
power. People haven't stopped dying off 
from the Chernobyl disaster. This is 
pragmatism at its worst.

Hospital worker
Bay Area

•
TROUBLES AHEAD

Not often mentioned in pundits' 
analyses of an epic power struggle 
between China and the U.S. are 
the hundreds of millions of Chinese 
workers who set the Chinese regime on 
a warpath during Tiananmen to root 
out any kind of dissent. Google's exit 
from China as a "harbinger of things to 
come" is significant, but nothing like the 
estimated 60,000 peasant and worker 
disturbances a year acknowledged 
by the Chinese government itself. It 
seems reasonable to expect that China's 
economy will eventually follow the 
direction of the U.S.'s to a longterm 
decline. It is likely that the two economic/
military giants will head toward conflict, 
and there will be growing labor strife in 
both countries.

China watcher
California

***
The Tea Party activities are very 

troubling. It is clear that U.S. corporations 
provide most of their funding, along 
with many others in the extreme right. 
This is especially worrisome at a time of 
economic crisis and growing discontent 
of those who have lost jobs and those still 
working under especially dehumanized 
conditions. This social ferment is 
potentially explosive, raising the specter 
of widening rebellion. Many are not old 
enough to remember the real threat of 
fascism that loomed in 1939. The steel 
corporations financed full-page ads in 

virtually every daily newspaper in the 
U.S., warning against the communist 
threat that unions represented, and also 
hired scores of armed thugs to attack 
union organizers and sympathizers. The 
union movement was too strong for them, 
but many of the same social forces are 
now emerging. We have to be ready for 
any potential fascist threat today.

Observer
Detroit

•
ISRAEL AND PALESTINE

It's hard work transforming 
international public opinion after the 
Israeli bombardment of Gaza one year 
ago. But in Israel, there's no need to 
shift public opinion at all after that very 
popular war. "What blockade?" asked 
my cousins in Jerusalem, who are as 
well informed as most Israelis. If you 
place a million people under siege and 
the local media are not there to cover it, 
does the siege exist?

Does protest exist, when the police 
crack down on peaceful demonstrators 
exercising their right to disagree with 
state policies? Over 700 protesters were 

arrested during 
the Gaza War for 
making anti-war 
statements. 

It is still 
forbidden for 
Israeli journalists 
to enter Gaza and 
report how families 
are bearing up in 
homes with gaping 
holes in their roofs 
because Israel 

does not allow construction materials 
to be brought in…"What occupation?" 
is now the most common reaction of 
passersby to our Women in Black vigil in 
Jerusalem. For the young it's an honest 
question. For the older, it's a smirk and 
walk on.

Gila Svirsky
Jerusalem and Nahariya

***
For a considerable time, there was 

an exchange relation between News & 
Letters and The Other Israel. And we 
were always interested in receiving 
your material. However, we have had 
to stop publishing The Other Israel in 
its printed form, and concentrate on 
various ways of reaching out by internet 
and email.

If you want to go on hearing what 
we and our friends in Israel say and 
do, you can ask to be added to our 
email list, or look up what we post on 
various websites. Our contact details 
can be found at http://toibillboard.info/
Goodbye.htm. 

Adam Keller, Beate Zilversmidt
Holon, Israel

***
Editor's note: We will continue 

to exchange our views with The Other 
Israel, and encourage all our readers to 
follow this important source by internet 
or email.

•
TRAVELING GLORY ROAD

Gloria Joseph's book, On Time and 
In Step: Reunion on the Glory Road, 
reviewed in the Jan.-Feb. issue, sounds 
like a good one to recommend for a 
women's studies class or a "book club" of 
feminists. Can you let me know the price 
and where to order copies?

Feminist
Pennsylvania

***
Editor's note: Copies can be ordered 

for $29.00 by writing to Gloria I. Joseph, 
4002 Judith's Fancy-Christiansted, St. 
Croix VI 00820, accompanied by a money 
order or certified check. Happy reading.

READERS'VIEWS

VIEW FROM THE CHILEAN LEFT AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

HAITI'S PEOPLE POWER AS PRISM

We print below excerpts from 
Declaration of the Movement of the 
Revolutionary Left (MIR) of Chile on the 
earthquake that took place on Feb. 27.

***
Although in this moment what is 

most needed is concrete actions, small 
though they may be, with the families and 
communities affected by the earthquake, 
we also want to point out the following:

1. The old highways and bridges 
made by the State resisted the quake. 
The new highways in the capital that 
were privatized under the Coalition 
Government did not stand up to any 
seismic movement and were destroyed.

2. The Christian Democracy-
controlled Ministry of Housing left 
behind so much scandal and corruption 
in building low-cost housing, that the 
Coalition privatized the policy of low-
cost housing. Now, with the earthquake, 
people are being ousted because their 
homes are dangerous. Entire housing 
complexes for the middle class are at 
the point of collapsing. In real estate 
capitalism, the business is not in 
building but in accumulating capital, 
which means lowering the quality of 
construction, lowering the quality of the 
materials, falsifying reports and bribing 
the tax collectors.

3. State institutions have 
functioned slowly or poorly. As a result 
of a lack of coordination between 
the central government and state 
institutions, large parts of the country 
are completely isolated, without water, 
without electricity, without food...In 
spite of the financial resources, the help 
is not arriving where it should arrive: to 
the people.

4. In the Bío Bío region, one of 
the poorest in the country, where 
unemployment is 10.4% and where 
the majority who work live from day 
to day, there is no drinkable water, no 
electricity, no food. The people have 
broken through the barriers into the 
supermarkets to obtain what they need 
to live...It is the women who began the 
movement, as often in history, for their 
children and families. 

5. The people are turning to direct 
action to resolve their vital needs. Almost 
magically, the government declared 
a State of Catastrophe, which allows 
for the suspension of constitutional 
guarantees and fundamental rights, 
without needing Congressional approval. 
The Minister of Defense announced he 
was mobilizing 10,000 soldiers.

The government of Bachelet in this 
way has become the most repressive 
government of the Coalition, not only 
facilitating the return of the right wing 
to government, but also handing over 
the Maule and Bío Bío regions to the 
military and imposing martial law.

We in the MIR are completely 
in agreement with the necessity, 
legitimacy and justice that the people 
open the doors of the supermarkets 
and distribution centers to get their 
necessities. Where our members are 
present, we should be an active part of 
this process.

To expropriate the exploiters is a 
people's right.

The people advance by fighting!
—Feb. 28, 2010

Movimiento de Izquierda 
Revolucionaria (MIR) de Chile

(Translated by Earl Gilman)
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ARCHIVES SPEAK TO TODAY
It's easy to see that rampant 

automation has resulted in ever more 
manufacturing job losses and de-
skilling of many kinds of jobs. It's 
almost as easy to see that it is a factor 
in economic crises. Hardly anyone sees 
how the workers' struggles against 
automation have pointed the way out. 
Andy Phillips' essay on "Automation 
and Marxist-Humanism's Birth" (Jan.-
Feb. 2010 N&L, p. 5) demonstrates 
how all these elements were present 
when automation was introduced, and 
the philosophy of Marxist-Humanism 
captured their meaning. Transforming 
the conditions of production and uniting 
mental and manual labor were at the 
core of the miners' actions and thoughts, 
and of the new stage of cognition being 
born. That essay speaks eloquently to 
Dunayevskaya's "Black-Red Conference" 
talk printed on the opposite page, to 
show that nothing is more urgent than 
practicing the dialectics talked about 
there, how the objective and subjective 
movements for freedom function 
together, and how theory and practice 
need a new relationship.

Franklin Dmitryev
Chicago

***
Andy Phillips' essay on the 1949-50 

miners' strike has a sense of immediacy, 
a direct sense of history. Dunayevskaya's 
Black-Red Conference talk is delightful. 
It was written at a time when the mass 
movement was still present. It comes 
alive in quotes like, "It's not the moon 
that came to look at us, it's we who went 
to look at the moon."

D. Cheneville
Bay Area, Cal.

***
In the Jan.-Feb. "From the Writings 

of Raya Dunayevskaya" column, Raya 
talked about the necessity of the unity 
of mental and manual labor, the unity 
of thought and action, the principle for 
science and life being the same. She 

related them all to humans being free so 
that we may evolve—she said develop. 
It made me see again why Marxist-
Humanism is such a vital force in helping 
humanity—in all of our varieties of race, 
culture, gender, sexual orientation, 
ability—realize true liberation.

Elise
Chicago

•
WHO WILL EDUCATE THE EDUCATORS?

There is a lot of anger about the 
education system today. There is a 
Facebook group for this movement and 

the list of those 
who are part of 
it are not just 
from colleges, 
but includes 
a great many 
high-schoolers. 
You know a 

movement is real when it reaches down 
to high school.

There is a lot of organizing around 
the issue in Chicago. Public Workers 
Unite! is involved and is fighting not 
only against CTA cuts but against cuts 
to hospitals and education as well.

At one meeting where poverty was 
discussed, a Black woman said bluntly 
that it was capitalism. Mine was not the 
only loud applause she received. I added 
that it is not only what is poverty but 
what is wealth and the answer is the 
development of our own humanity, which 
is what education should be about.

Unemployed worker
Chicago

***
Haiti teaches us something about 

education. While Creole is the language 
spoken by the masses there, most of 
the information is written in French, 
which is spoken by the small upper 
class. When Aristide was president, he 
put everything in Creole too. They said 
he had gone too far when he wanted 
to educate the masses and was also 
opposed to a dollar a day wages.

George
Illinois

***
Marx's thesis that "the educators 

must themselves be educated" is not 

always understood. Marx was criticizing 
the Enlightenment materialist doctrine 
that if we want a better society we must 
change circumstances and education 
because that's what shapes people. 
Marx said people must change their 
own circumstances and the educators 
themselves must be educated. It is about 
people taking their own lives in their 
own hands; and as masses in motion 
changing things, revolution. That's 
when we learn the most, combining 
mental and manual activity. 

Activist
Chicago

•
MARCH AGAINST ENDLESS WAR

Seven years ago, the U.S. invaded 
Iraq—a war that continues with 
no end in sight. Now, the Obama 
administration has introduced a budget 
that includes the largest amount for 
"defense" spending ever—while freezing 
spending for human needs. There is no 
healthcare bill, no action on climate 
change. All Washington can agree on is 
to feed our tax money to big banks and 
endless wars.

Join us in Chicago—and thousands 
throughout this nation—to mark the 
grim anniversary of seven years in 
Iraq. March 18: 5:30 PM, short rally at 
Federal Plaza, followed by permitted 
march on Michigan Avenue. And join 
us in mobilizing for a united march on 
Washington, D.C., on Saturday, March 
20. Buses from Chicago are available. 

For more information: CCAWR@aol.
com / www.ChicagoMassAction.org

Chicago Coalition Against War and 
Racism

•
TWO IRANIAN PROTESTS
The gap between two groups of 

Iranian protesters on each side of 
Westwood Blvd. in West Los Angeles 
showed the gap in thought between 
the anti-government but pro-Shah 
group and the Green party/nationalist 
group. It was "amusing" that it was 
the pro-Shah group that made the 
announcement, "We have to coalesce 
the poor, the unemployed, the workers, 

the teachers, the nurses, the fathers 
and mothers, the taxi drivers, and the 
bus drivers to get rid of the Iranian 
regime"—"amusing" since for years the 
poor, the unemployed, the workers, the 
teachers, the nurses, the fathers and 
mothers, the taxi drivers, and the bus 
drivers were imprisoned, tortured, and 
killed in the Shah's horrific jails.

This group of about 400 people were 
representing the business class who 
have lost their elitist position in Iran. 
Do they want to send the common people 
to the slaughterhouses of the present 
government to save their own necks?

On the other side of the street, a 
smaller group of young, more vocal 
progressive people chanted, "We do 
not want a killer leader," referring 
to Khamenei and his followers who 
influenced the election of Ahmadinedjad. 
The majority of this group had their 
faces covered and were chanting Iranian 
nationalist songs. The Green party 
platform is to gain freedom of expression 
for the people of Iran. For that we need the 
establishment of a whole new society and 
the creation of new human relationships.

Iranian revolutionary
Los Angeles

•
VOICES FROM 

WITHIN
It was Charles 

Darwin who dis-
covered the funda-
mental law of bio-
logical evolution. 

It was Karl Marx who discovered the 
primary motivating force in the evolu-
tion of society in the economic/material-
ist interpretation of history. And it was 
Raya Dunayevskaya who exposed the 
sham-fraud of state capitalism for what 
it is. Succinctly, state ownership is not 
socialism. She grasped that to exchange 
one master for another was just another 
three shells and a pea sleight of hand 
game. She understood that reforms are, 
at best, delusions. As President Roos-
evelt put it, "Reform if you would pre-
serve."               Prisoner

Tennessee Colony, Texas
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Forty-two years ago in April, Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. was assassinated. A year earlier, in 1967, he 
mentioned that unemployment was 4% for Euro-Amer-
icans, but among New Afrikans it was 8.4%. Then, 
as now, unemployment for New 
Afrikans is double that for Euro-
Americans, if not more. Today the 
ranks of the unemployed are made 
up of diverse ethnicities. More 
Euro-Americans are unemployed 
than in recent memory, along with 
vast numbers of minorities, immi-
grants and youth of all nationali-
ties. These diverse forces create a 
frightening specter for the capital-
ists who recognize that labor must 
be put to work before it gains con-
sciousness of its own power and 
becomes a threat to capital's sur-
vival.

In April of 1967, ten days after 
Dr. King gave his historic speech 
at the Riverside Church in New 
York City when he came out pub-
licly and denounced the Vietnam 
War, he delivered another speech 
at Stanford University in Califor-
nia entitled "The Other America."

It can be argued that this 
other America was hidden, had 
been pushed to the very periph-
ery of U.S. society and set adrift 
in poverty. The Civil Rights Bill in 1964 and the Voting 
Rights Bill in 1965 could not change the facts on the 
ground. There was de facto racial discrimination in the 
North and other remnants of segregationist policies in 
the South. Dr. King's speech shines a light on the social 
contradiction of the two Americas.

Dr. King described these two Americas: one a bas-
tion of privilege where access to wealth fosters human-
kind's inalienable rights to life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness, the other, inhabited by those who by their 
skin color are denied access to the very subsistence of 
life, the necessities for full development of human be-
ings. Dr. King could give this same speech today.

The mission of the Civil Rights Movement, which 
Dr. King led, was to make America whole, no longer 
a divided nation where wealth and class distinguished 
one segment of society from the other of want and pov-
erty. Dr. King called for the spirit of Brotherhood, mor-
ally guided by the philosophical belief of humans need-
ing each other to be human. But Dr. King could not find 
a tactic to overcome the capitalist mentality of security 
through owning property.

Today we still confront the humongous challenge 
that Dr. King was committed to overcoming: the set of 
existing social conditions that defined the two Ameri-
cas, which he so vividly described in 1967.

The actions of the financial sector, the cause of the 
current recession, have become objectionable to the 
working class and other disadvantaged folks who are 
bearing the brunt of economic dissolution and now find 

themselves adrift in total economic 
insecurity, having lost their jobs, 
homes, retirement funds, etc. It 
adds insult to injury to watch their 
hard-earned tax dollars go to those 
responsible for their hardships.

 It is this mass of unemployed 
workers and others in the country 
who are dissatisfied with the inept-
ness of the status quo to provide an 
economic environment where peo-
ple's needs can be met. They decid-
ed to cast a vote for Obama because 
he represented change. Unfortu-
nately, Obama has not been able to 
deliver, due to the need to submit to 
the logic of capital.

We hear from some of the old 
leaders of the Civil Rights Move-
ment that Obama's presidency is 
the fulfillment of Dr. King's dream. 
One can relate to that sentiment 
and perhaps Dr. King would have 
been delighted to witness Amer-
ica overcoming some of its racial 
prejudices enough to elect a New 
Afrikan to the highest office in 
the land. But it is hard to think 

Dr. King's personal satisfaction with Obama's victory 
would have blinded him to the still unfinished work 
ahead. Dr. King's dream was, at its core, an appeal to 
the whole of humankind throughout this world. He saw 
the multitude of humanity inextricably linked. Human 
beings, regardless of race or ethnicity, need to learn 
what it means to be human toward each other. Other-
wise social integration is meaningless. Just having a 
New Afrikan in the White House does not complete Dr. 
King's dream.          

—Faruq

Francia Elena Marquez Mina is a founder of the 
Association of Afro-Colombian Women of Yolombe vil-
lage, representative before the Inter-Ethnic Commission, 
and member of the Black Communities' Process. 

Chicago—Afro-Colombians need solidarity with 
grassroots organizations in the U.S. because the war in 
Colombia is being financed by the U.S.

We were brought from Africa as slaves to do the min-
ing. When we became free, we stayed. We used to produce 
what we needed. Our ancestors bought this land with 
money earned with their blood. History has a debt to 
Afro-Colombians, whose organizations have denounced 
human rights violations throughout the country.

Eighty percent of the people in my community are 
African descended. In Colombia there are ten million of 
us. Since the 1970s "development projects" have been 
against our interests and our culture. In the 1980s a 
huge dam project was supposed to aid our community 
but only displaced many people.

River valley lands, our best lands, were taken away 
from us and flooded or given to sugar factories. The 
dam was to produce energy for us, but most of our com-
munities still don't have electricity. Some of us don't 
even have water. The environmental impact was very 
bad. Some fish species disappeared. Humidity levels 
are higher and this has affected agriculture. 

They have done this in other areas as well. Aguablan-
ca in Cali is a large community of displaced Afro-Colom-
bians. The monocrop oil palm, used to produce so-called 
bio-fuels, has also caused displacement. The idea that 
"ethanol" is good for the environment is false.

The community is organizing to protect the Rio 
Oreja from another such project. People from all over 
Colombia have come to our area with a lot of money, 
drugs, and illicit crops causing a growth of prostitution 
and other social problems. No land was paid for.

A lot of women and children are dying from 
this situation. The military abused many women. 
Paramilitary groups follow industries. Companies buy 
off mayors. The government knows this. A government 

checkpoint might be only 200 yards from a paramilitary 
checkpoint where people are being assassinated. 

Recently there was a court ruling saying that the 
Afro-Colombian people and indigenous people need to 
be protected from displacement by industry, paramili-
taries and narco-traffickers.

"Ley 70" (law 70) requires consultation with our 
Community Councils before any new development 
projects. These Councils are a mass movement. These 
rights are under attack by the government.

They claim rights only apply to communities with 
formal titles to the land. They have been granting titles 
to people who will sell them to corporations. We have 
7,000 hectares. They want to take 6,500. Our ancestors 
are buried on that land. 

They claim demonstrations are organized 
by terrorists. We are threatened by paramilitary 
groups. Some of us left. I decided to stay, but I 
have to sleep in a different place every night.

Our Congress is corrupt; three-fourths of them 
have the support of paramilitaries. They have tried to 
mold Colombia in the interests of multinational corpo-
rations—reforming the mining code, forest law, rural 
development law. The implementation of U.S. military 
bases is part of this too. 

U.S. Congresspeople have to be informed about 
what is happening. This is up to you to demand. The 
Free Trade Agreement is about selling off our resourc-
es and destroying our communities.

We are trying to create a school for the political de-
velopment of our youth. We come together to exchange 
ideas about our struggle for a new Colombia. We have 
no government support.

When we speak of our struggle as Afro-Colombi-
ans, we always refer to the Black struggle here in the 
U.S. We see from Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm 
X, as well as Nelson Mandela, the need to stand tall, to 
fight for our civil and human rights. I also come here to 
learn from you. We will continue to resist.

—Francia Elena Marquez Mina

Prisoner's view of Martin Luther King Jr. 

mercantile to its protoindustrial form" (p. 821). 
"The Haitian Revolution," she shows, "was the 

crucible, the trial by fire for the ideals of the French 
Enlightenment. And every European who was part of 
the bourgeois reading public knew it" (p. 837). Yet the 
prevailing intellectual histories silence that reality. In 
the early 19th century the German journal Minerva, 
edited by Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz, reported ex-
tensively on events in Haiti in the context of the unfold-
ing of the ideals of the French Revolution. Minerva was 
very influential among German intellectuals, including 
Hegel, who referred to reading Minerva in his letters. 

Buck-Morss points to the way Hegel changed 
his theory of mutual recognition, in the period 
before the Phenomenology (1806) took form, from 
one founded on customs and ethical life in the 
community to one based on a struggle to the 
death, culminating in a fight for full social self-
hood and freedom in the master/slave dialectic. 
Buck-Morss takes to task the whole world of 
Hegel scholars who are at a loss to adequately ac-
count for this dramatic development. 

Some, like Otto Pöggeler, say it emerged in Hegel 
as a "totally 'abstract' example" (p. 843). This in spite of 
the fact that Hegel was an avid, indeed "religious," im-
biber of current events. As Hegel wrote in this period, 
"Reading the newspaper in early morning is a kind of 
realistic morning prayer." 

Why can't intellectuals fathom the impact on Hegel 
of the Haitian Revolution—a then unprecedented ex-
tension of the idea of freedom to an historical struggle 
of actual slaves? Buck-Morss' answer is that "the intel-
lectual historians of German philosophy know only one 
place to look for the answer: the writings of other intel-
lectuals" (p. 843). 
MARX ON SLAVERY

Unfortunately, Buck-Morss lumps Marx together 
with "(white) Marxists" who helped to bury the concrete-
ness of the master/slave narrative because they focused 
on class struggle. She writes, "Since the 1840s, with the 
early writings of Karl Marx, the struggle between the 
master and slave has been abstracted from literal ref-
erence and read once again as a metaphor—this time 
for the class struggle" (p. 850). She fails to see that for 
Marx, not only was literal slavery integral to capital-
ism's globalization and explosion of wealth, but the 
struggle against slavery became the pivot around which 
modern freedom could unfold. As I put it in my talk: 

"We talk a lot about the need to oppose the global-
ization of capitalism today, but it was Marx who made 
clear that capitalism's first moment of globalization 
was built on slavery. He saw as well the centrality of 
the slave revolts and Black regiments in the American 
Civil War to get to a new freedom. On Dec. 26, 1846, 
Marx wrote to Pavel Annenkov that 'Direct slavery is 
the pivot of our industrialism today as much as ma-
chinery, credit, etc. Without slavery, you have no cotton, 
without cotton you have no modern industry. It is slav-
ery that has given value to the colonies; it was the colo-
nies that created world trade; it is world trade that is 
the necessary condition for large-scale machine indus-
try. Also, before the slave trade in Negroes, the colonies 
supplied the Old World with but very few products and 
did not visibly change the face of the earth. Slavery is 
thus an economic category of the highest importance.'" 

It was Raya Dunayevskaya who saw, in the actual 
opposition to slavery, the indigenous roots of Marxism 
in America (see Marxism and Freedom). Her American 
Civilization on Trial (1963) traces the self-development 
of the idea of freedom in U.S. history in which the Black 
masses have been vanguard. Black masses have con-
tinuously exposed the hollowness of the pomp-
ous, abstract proclamations of democratic ideals 
as they fought for genuine democracy and free-
dom in the face of actual oppression in the form 
of slavery and racism. 

Buck-Morss rightly takes to task the academic 
world's lack of a genuine objective scholarship which 
appreciates the objectivity of "subjective" mass strug-
gles, that is, that the "spirit of liberty...could be catch-
ing, crossing the line not only between races but be-
tween slaves and freemen" (p. 845). For her, grasping 
this has "potential for rescuing the idea of universal 
human history from the uses to which white domina-
tion has put it...the project of universal freedom does 
not need to be discarded but rather, redeemed and re-
constituted on a different basis" (p. 863). 

Hegel intended that his articulation of the "catchi-
ness" of the idea of freedom, which he called the self-
determination of the Idea, would aid in the realization 
of "universal freedom." Today's liberation theorists 
and activists would do well to take another look at Du-
nayevskaya's body of work, built on the development of 
the idea of freedom in masses in motion. For Dunayevs-
kaya this was a way to "unchain" Hegel's dialectic of the 
Idea of "universal freedom," which could itself become 
a force for coalescence and the realization of new forms 
of social solidarity among different subjects struggling 
for freedom and a new society. 

continued from p. 1
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I N T E R N E T

Brazil's urban poor for real democracy
Movimento dos Trabalhadores Sem Teto, the Social 

Movement of Brazil (MTST) is the homeless workers' 
movement in Brazil. Their counterpart, the Landless 
Workers Movement of Brazil, Movimento dos Trabalha-
dores Rurais Sem Terra (MST), is much better known. 
The urban poor movement started in the early 1990s. It 
was not at all known in Europe before we went to Sao 
Paolo, made the movie City of Favelas and translated 
the words of the poor into German and English.

Sao Paolo is a huge urban landscape. There are 
hundreds of unoccupied skyscrapers, while lots of peo-
ple are homeless. Squatters started the movement in 
unoccupied apartments. There are communal spaces 
in the buildings, too: shared kitchen, space for cultur-
al performances once or twice a week, political educa-
tion, teaching, organizing and so forth.

MTST is probably the largest urban poor 
people's movement in the world. At least 60,000 
people are in organizations related to this ex-
panding movement. It engages in direct action: 
large scale squatting—20,000 people took over a 
whole suburb once, running it democratically 
by the people and for the people. Neoliberals could 
point to it and say there is no need to help the poor 
with funds or infrastructure. So the movement also 
pressures local and national governments to provide 
facilities for kindergartens and schools, as well as wa-
ter, electricity, etc.

MTST also addresses the marginalization of poor 
people. A campaign in 2003 took on the VW factory 
in Sao Paolo. Big companies buy the cheapest land—
right next to favelas (slums)—to set up production. 
But they don't hire people who live there; they hire 
workers from 20 kilometers away. MTST took over the 
VW factory with 4,000 people, pointing to this prac-
tice. MTST also disrupted "just-in-time production" by 
blocking all highways in Sao Paolo, causing hundreds 
of millions of dollars in lost deliveries.

Because of the geographical separation between 
the rich and poor, the rich don't need to acknowledge 
the plight of the poor who might be dying just a few 
kilometers away. MTST organized a march of 20,000 
on Brasilia, the capital, protesting in front of city hall, 
creating homeless encampments in front of churches, 
etc. They squatted houses in the center of Rio de Ja-
neiro to make the urban marginality more visible. 
Poverty, when portrayed in mainstream media, tends 
to focus on a particular exceptional child, portraying 
most others as criminals. But social exclusion is real. 
In a neoliberal system those not needed disappear.

How can homeless people organize? The 
MTST opens centers in favelas, where people 
can get together, talk, exchange views, hold po-
litical meetings. They learn deliberative forms 
of democracy. Deliberative democracy is a radi-
cal democracy, an active process. Jurgen Haber-
mas' ideas of communicative democracy and collective 
decision making, as well as Joshua Cohen's, stay with-
in liberal democracy. Their communicative democracy 
seeks to determine our "life roles" but not in the work-
place or in relation to the state. The markets, which 
run the economy and our working lives, and the bu-

reaucracy, which runs the political state, are excluded 
from their theories.

We don't accept that. We should take democratic 
control of companies and of the state. Favela people 
and their supporters from the outside learn how to 
make all decisions which affect their lives democrati-
cally. Even though literacy levels are pretty low among 
the socially excluded, they learn to participate in the 
democratic process. They discuss their problems, their 
priorities and how to confront the state and the rest of 
society for what they need.

—Adrian

Q U E E R N O T E S

Justice for Oscar Grant
Los Angeles—On Feb. 19 over 100 people demon-

strated outside the Criminal Courts Building to seek 
justice for Oscar Grant and to support his family. He 
is the Black unarmed youth was lying face down when 
killed in Oakland by a Bay Area Rapid Transit cop.

Blacks, Browns, Asians and 
whites demonstrated against police 
brutality. They included the Stolen 
Lives Project, the October 22 Co-
alition, Coalition for Community 
Control Over the Police, the Black 
Liberation Riders Party and indi-
vidual activists. Their signs—"No 
More Stolen Lives," "Stop Police 
Terrorism" and "We Are All Oscar 
Grant"—were saying any one of us 
can also be killed by the police.

The trial was moved to Los Angeles to es-
cape the outrage of Oakland's population. In the 
day's court proceedings, pro-police Judge Perry 
denied the defense's motion to have a Los Ange-
les County prosecutor. 

Oscar Grant's family and their attorney joined the 
demonstrators and held a press conference. Friends 
and relatives of other unarmed victims of police kill-
ings also told their stories. A Latino man told of how 
his nephew was shot in the back, another how 
the LAPD killed his 25-year-old brother five years 
ago. A young Korean woman said the La Habra 
police shot 11 bullets into her young Korean 
friend. These are just a few of the many stolen lives. 
Not one of the police officers in these incidents has been 
tried.          

 —Basho

Holy Name, holy shame

Chicago—On a blustery Valentine's Day about 100 
GLBTQ activists and supporters let our angry voices be 
heard in front of downtown's Holy Name Cathedral. We 
passed out leaflets asking churchgoers to stop paying 
their tithe until the position of the Church on marriage 
and other issues important to GLBTQ folks changes. 

A popular chant was "Holy Name, holy shame!" 
and signs read: "Catholics beware, your leaders are 
evil," "Anti-gay bigotry is anti-Christ," "BORN GAY, 
I'm supposed to be this way," "The Pope is anti-woman 
and anti-gay," and "My son is not 'intrinsically disor-
dered,'" in response to the Pope's labeling of lesbians 
and gays as "intrinsically disordered."

Holy Name was chosen because Cardinal Francis 
George is quite adept at spewing hatred against GLBTQ 
people. He has gone out of his way to attack gay-friendly 
churches, worked to block both same-sex marriage and 
civil unions in Illinois, and opposes ending discrimina-
tion in jobs, housing and public accommodations for 
GLBTQ people. One demonstrator spoke for many when 
he said he wanted the protest to be broad: "It's not just 
the church hierarchy. The blame falls squarely on the 
parishioners too. There is blood on the Church's hands. 
Their doctrine of hatred translates into violence. There 
is a high suicide rate among Gay youth. The parishio-
ners support the hierarchy's actions."

The demonstration included some discussion with 
those going into the church for services. Not surprising-
ly, that was not very productive, but it was important to 
have our voices heard and to show that Valentine's Day 
is not just a day to spend money on chocolate and cards, 
but a day to fight for the freedom to openly and proudly 
love whom you choose.     —Protester 

by Elise
Gay Iranian Asghar Hedayati has been denied asy-

lum in Norway and is in danger of being deported back 
to Iran where he could be executed for being Gay. Nor-
way is saying that nothing will happen to him in Iran if 
he stays in the closet. To help Mr. Hedayati, go to www.
irqr.net/English/231.htm.

* * *
At this year's national prayer breakfast, President 

Obama spoke strongly against Uganda's proposed anti-
gay bill (see "Uganda's anti-Gay law," January-Febru-
ary N&L), saying, "it is unconscionable to target gays 
and lesbians for who they are—whether it's here in the 
United States or, as Hillary mentioned, more extremely 
in odious laws that are being proposed most recently in 
Uganda." The annual prayer breakfast is hosted by The 
Family, an extremist Christian group directly linked to 
the Ugandan anti-gay bill.  —Truth Wins Out

* * *
Beginning Feb. 19, Queer Youth Network and Stop 

Conversion Therapy Taskforce protested outside Bally-
nahinch Baptist Church against Core Issues interna-
tional gay-cure conference in Belfast, Ireland. Stop Con-
version Therapy's organizer Patrick Strudwick went 
through gay-cure therapy, evidently "unsuccessfully."

* * *
The University of Richmond may become the first 

university in Virginia to include gender identity and 
expression in their nondiscrimination policy. The Stu-
dent Alliance for Sexual Diversity collected the neces-
sary 1,000 signatures for its petition for the inclusion. 
It's the first step, one demonstrating that a third—
therefore a substantial number—of the entire student 
body considers it an area of concern.

Mumia Abu-Jamal
In January, the U.S. Supreme Court put aside Fed-

eral Judge William Yohn's 2001 ruling lifting Mumia 
Abu-Jamal's death sentence and reversed Yohn's order 
for a new sentencing hearing. The Supreme Court de-
manded the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Phila-
delphia reconsider its 2008 ruling upholding Yohn's. The 
Circuit Court wrote, "The verdict form together with the 
jury instructions were misleading as to whether una-
nimity was required in consideration of mitigating cir-
cumstances" (Huffington Post, Jan. 19, 2010). Mumia 
allegedly killed police officer Daniel Faulkner in 1981.

Judge Yohn could reconsider three other lines of ap-
peal, all mooted and unresolved by him when he threw 
out Mumia's death sentence: 1) that Mumia had incom-
petent legal representation by his lawyer at his original 
trial; 2) that Mumia's First, Fourth, Fifth and Four-
teenth Amendment rights were violated when the pros-
ecution tried to vilify him by bringing up Mumia's teen-
age membership in the Black Panthers and taking out of 
context Mumia's statement about misuse of police power 
during that period, to make him seem like a cop-hater; 3) 
that prosecutor Joseph McGill's closing arguments im-
properly attempted to lessen jurors' sense of responsibil-
ity in deciding whether Mumia should be put to death.

To support Mumia, see International Concerned 
Family and Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal: www.free-
mumia.com. Sign a petition to Pres. Obama to outlaw 
the death penalty for Mumia and internationally at 
www.petitiononline.com/Mumialaw/petition-sign.html.

—E. Barclay

resources away from the most viable technical solu-
tions: energy conservation, efficiency and renewable 
energy. They would provide more jobs faster, and would 
do more to limit global warming without producing 
mountains of radioactive waste and risking catastroph-
ic accidents and proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

What neither the entrenched industries, nor 
Obama, nor much of the anti-nuclear movement 
acknowledge is that humanity cannot be saved 
through technical solutions alone. But tying us 
down to continually expanding energy produc-
tion, especially through use of fossil fuels and 
nuclear power, only increases the obstacles to 
social transformation that would anchor produc-
tion and consumption in real human needs, not 
capital's endless drive to accumulate.

There is vocal opposition in the majority-Black 
area near the plant, as was heard at a hearing held in 
February by the anti-nuclear Georgia Women's Action 
for New Directions. Claude Howard, an African Ameri-
can from Shell Bluff, said, "My brother died with cancer 
about a year ago. We have all been healthy in this area 
until recently when the plant came down there, and I 
know the rise of cancer has been more prevalent." 

In nearby 59% Black Fairfield County, S.C., the 
state of South Carolina recently approved the expan-
sion of the Summer nuclear power station. Activists 
have long fought the environmental racism of the nu-
clear chain, which extends from its cradle—very high 
rates of cancer among uranium miners, many of them 
Native American, and on the Navajo reservation as a 
whole—to its grave, nuclear waste sites. The country's 
primary radioactive waste dump is in Barnwell, S.C., a 
poor, rural 48% African-American community.

The battle is on. It is by no means certain that 
the administration will break the 30-year blockage of 
nuclear plant construction. If it did, what would be the 
human cost?       —Franklin Dmitryev

continued from p. 1
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extrapolated from this that the movement is "middle 
class" and counterpose "social justice" to "social free-
dom," are helping that monstrosity, Ahmadinejad, sus-
tain his praetorian state-capitalism. In the absence of 
powerful labor organizations under a repressive state, 
labor could not openly march under its own banner. Yet, 
in the 1979 Revolution labor was also "invisible" un-
til they suddenly emerged, as if out of "nowhere," and 
formed a sustained mass political general strike that 
became the determinant in overthrowing the Shah.
WORKERS GROW MORE MILITANT

However in the past two years, and especially in the 
last few weeks, Iran has been the scene of widespread 
labor actions. Workers have formed many underground 
unions, the very latest is the Provisional Council of Is-
fahan Steel Factory that employs 20,000 workers. In 
a recent interview Kaveh, one of their leaders, said, 
"given the high level of activism among other social 
classes at present, social ground was ripe for us to take 
action…Independent working-class organizations are 
one of the bedrocks of any democra-
cy, since it is only the workers who, 
through their power to strike and 
paralyze the country's economy, are 
a bulwark of opposition against the 
state's assaults on civil liberties… 
Without organizing the workers, we 
can't hope to achieve a full-blown 
democracy." (http://www.radiofar-
da.com/articleprintview/1950388.
html)

Lately, workers' demands have 
taken a decidedly political tone and 
a more militant form. Four independent workers' or-
ganizations issued a communiqué on the 31st anniver-
sary of the 1979 revolution where they put forth their 
10-point 'minimum demands.' (See page 3.) It states 
that: "31 years have passed since those glorious days 
full of enchantment and rebirth…the Iranian people 
still have a burning desire for change. They have not 
lost their hope for life, their yearning for happiness, 
freedom, dignity… We have at our back the histori-
cal experience of the united and grand strike of the oil 
workers during the February revolution. Relying on 
this experience and the power of our millions we inspire 
the best and most humanistic aspirations of the 1979 
revolution." 

As a response to the crushing economic crisis, 
growing pauperism, runaway inflation, and high unem-
ployment, as well as workers' participation in the ongo-
ing mass protests, the conditions are ripe for the labor 
movement to assert itself. In the last few months there 
have been numerous sit-in strikes and road blockages 
over unpaid wages and factory closings.

Reports from southern Iran point to heavy security 
presence in the oil fields to crush any work stoppage by 
the oil workers. According to a union activist from the 
Network of Iranian Labor Unions, "the nucleus of the 
movement is in place and once the situation allows for 
it, there will be a huge mushrooming of independent 
labor unions… we are focusing on organizing labor to 
bring the country to a halt if need be…We think labor 
is poised to play a strategic role."

What needs to be singled out is that Mousavi may 
have concluded that without labor, street protests alone 

are insufficient. Right before Feb. 11 he said: "We should 
all have in mind the support of the working class. This 
is not for the purpose of using them as instruments, but 
with the idea that the destiny of the movement will be 
tied to the destiny of the whole nation and specifically 
with the two classes that are productive in economy 
and science: the workers, the teachers and the aca-
demics. It's regrettable that severe political problems 
have resulted in decreased attention to the rights of the 
working-class." (http://khordaad88.com/?p=1097)

Whether or not Mousavi is moving to the left un-
der the impact of the movement, during presidential 
debates he hardly said a word about labor. Even as 
"economics" dominated the headlines, it was mostly 
centered on how to privatize parts of the state-run en-
terprises. While this tilt towards labor is welcome, do 
his five-point minimum demands (http://khordaad88.
com/?p=925) even come close to the richness of the con-
crete 10-point demands of the workers? The gap cannot 
be bridged by mere inclusion of labor as a force. 

The same is true of other forces, especially the 
women's liberation movement. Surprisingly, Zahra 

Rahnavard's latest interview, while 
insisting on women's rights, states 
that just as in 1979, women need to 
subsume their demands under the 
general needs of the movement. Have 
we not learned from 1979 that the 
"general" cannot float in air outside 
the "particulars," that the whole can-
not be without the parts lest it be 
an abstract whole? Will the Iranian 
women who have fought valiantly 
for so long once again have their de-

mands postponed until after "victory" is achieved? 
Unfortunately this attitude has made inroads into 

the labor movement. When asked about the Green 
movement, Homayoun Pourzad, a labor activist, states, 
"The movement supporting Mousavi is a broad nation-
al-democratic front: we are all working with a sort of 
minimum program… We do not have any illusions that 
anyone in the leadership of the Green Movement is 
100% on board with workers' rights, but this is not the 
time to discuss that." Why not? 
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER REVOLUTION?

Didn't we witness the 1979 revolution get aborted 
when all the concrete demands for a new way of life got 
completely submerged under anti-imperialism without 
a thought to what happens the day after? We certainly 
cannot afford to seize an overriding general plan to box 
in the present moment. What is needed, instead, is to 
fill that abstract generality with human content and a 
fuller response that does not depart from the concrete. 

So far as labor is concerned, the challenge now is 
working out a new unity of force and reason. So that 
"the day after," a Khomeini cannot dare tell the work-
ers that while strikes were good under the Shah, they 
are now against the revolution! Workers don't need a 
vanguard party to tell them about their conditions of 
life and labor. Yet some claim that what the movement 
needs most is not a new perspective on "what is revolu-
tion?" but the formation, by Mousavi, of a unified politi-
cal party. This is reminiscent of the same calls 30 years 
ago when Khomeini removed Bani Sadr as president. 

At the time, Raya Dunayevskaya wrote a compre-
hensive analysis, "What Has Happened to the Iranian 
Revolution?" After capturing and articulating the voic-
es of all the diverse forces of revolution, from workers to 
the Kurds and from women to the youth, Dunayevskaya 
asked: Did Bani Sadr listen to any of these voices? Did 
he see them not only as force but also as reason? 

"Therein—and not in what both the bourgeois, 
Communist and Trotskyist press now talk about: fail-
ure to build 'a party structure'—lies the beginning of 
the end of the petty-bourgeois, revolutionary intellec-
tual, who does want more democracy, more freedom, 
but who has no total philosophy of liberation. Bani-
Sadr couldn't have taken organizational responsibil-
ity for a philosophy of liberation he did not have." (See 
http://newsandletters.org/Issues/2009/Apr-May/fta-
AprMay_09.asp.)

flood of Haitian refugees. Thousands of them were held 
illegally at Guantanamo. When President Clinton was 
elected, he broke his campaign promise to cease repa-
triating Haitian refugees, then finally, under pressure, 
used military force to reinstate Aristide.  

But the U.S., France, the World Bank and the In-
ternational Monetary Fund placed severe restrictions 
on what Aristide could do once in office. Clinton's in-
tervention was simply a way to enforce a racist refugee 
and immigration policy by other means. As a group of 
Aristide supporters wrote at the time: "Don't be fooled. 
This intervention will be made against the Haitian peo-
ple, because it follows from the same logic as the coup 
d'etat, simply put, to legitimize its principal gain under 
an international cover: the total erasure of the Haitian 

Aristide and the Lavalas (flood) movement he spoke 
for with a mandate for revolutionary changes in social 
relations—the dechoukaj (uprooting) of Duvalierist op-
pression. This grew out of a movement that had seen an 
unprecedented involvement of workers, peasants and 
students who had been organizing in clandestine study 
circles without centralized hierarchical structures.  
THE U.S.'s SAVAGE HISTORY IN HAITI

The U.S. responded by supporting a military coup 
in 1991 that overthrew Aristide's government. Then 
the CIA helped form the terrorist FRAPH paramilitary 
which assassinated, raped and tortured thousands of 
Haitian revolutionaries and Lavalas supporters. This 
created difficulties for the U.S., however, including a 

Haiti earthquake reveals capitalism's fault lines 
continued from p. 1 people from the political scene of their country." Hai-

tians made their voices heard through street demonstra-
tions and attacks on police stations as hated symbols of 
the coup 
leaders.

One 
of Aris-
tide's 
most rad-
ical acts 
was dis-
banding 
the army. 
But the 
period 
between 
the rein-
statement of Aristide and the second coup against him 
in 2004—when he was forcibly removed by the U.S. 
military—was a period of political stalemate. Imperial-
ism did everything to ensure that revolutionary change 
wasn't on the agenda: starving the Aristide government 
of money; interfering in elections; clandestinely fund-
ing terrorists. Meanwhile, neoliberal economic policies 
begun under the Duvaliers were devastating Haitian 
life. The flood of cheap U.S. "Miami rice" and other sub-
sidized products wiped out Haiti's traditional peasant 
agriculture, flooding Port-au-Prince with unemployed, 
cheap laborers. These policies contributed to making 
vast areas of Port-au-Prince the poorly built death 
traps they became for the Haitian workers and poor. 
(See "Haiti's unnatural disaster," Jan.-Feb. 2010 N&L.)    
TOWARD PERMANENT REVOLUTION

 What U.S. imperialism wanted was simple: no 
revolution. As Raya Dunayevskaya wrote in 1986, "The 
hope that [U.S.] sudden, timely support for the removal 
of Marcos and Duvalier...may have staved off full social 
revolution has been made into a political category by 
the Reagan administration. In seeking to control 'what 
happens after' the overthrow of the old, even before 
the overthrow is completed, Reagan's new 'democratic 
revolution' is revealed to be the other side of the coin of 
'contra aid.'" This has held true in various ways under 
Republican and Democratic Party administrations. 

To this end the U.S. was willing, along with the 
UN, to become the guarantor of "order" and "stability" 
in Haiti. Haiti, since at least 1994, has really been the 
model for imperialism's "humanitarian intervention." 
It is also the place where the question of revolution is 
most starkly contrasted to that doctrine, because revo-
lution is the great issue of Haitian history.   

Clearly, nothing imperialism has tried has been 
able to silence the aspirations of the Haitian people. 
Before the earthquake there were many ongoing strug-
gles: against occupation and against continuing priva-
tization of government resources; there were student 
protests, women's rights activism, and the struggle of 
factory workers for a $5 minimum wage adjustment. In 
2008 there were massive food protests. Now there are 
again calls for the return of Aristide.

These mass struggles truly represent what is ra-
tional and human. The U.S., and the Haitian elite it 
supported, did nothing to prepare for this devastating 
earthquake which was long predicted. The neoliberal 
vision for Haiti has worked to enrich a small, elite sec-
tor which based its profits on sweatshops and imports of 
rice, beans and corn, rather than domestic production. 
It helped create a huge gap between Haiti's wealthiest 
people and the rest of the population. 

Haiti's future will be either continued imperialist 
interventions to "restore order" or it will be popular 
revolution, the dechoukaj, the lavalas. 
DEEP CHORDS OF FREEDOM

The response to the earthquake hints at an en-
tirely different logic of development. The kind of self-
organization and cooperation happening in Haiti today 
has deep roots in the historic struggles of the people 
for freedom. It is resolutely opposed to the dehuman-
izing logic of the sweatshop, that iron fist of globalized 
capital. It strikes a deep chord in the world. As one 
member of Rising in Solidarity with Ayiti said recently, 
"We've targeted our fundraising for groups doing local 
organizing, working with women, peasants, to reframe 
discussion that doesn't focus on Haitians only as vic-
tims, but to give capacity to those at the grassroots who 
were at the cutting edge of the struggle for the last few 
decades."

It is this deep opposition to what is that helped 
Marxist-Humanism see the need for the entirety of 
Marx's work, including the Ethnological Notebooks of 
his last decade, as opening up a new path to the revolu-
tions of the 1980s in Haiti and other Third World coun-
tries. It was a need felt by a new kind of revolutionary 
striving to unite theory and practice, aiming at the to-
tal uprooting of old structures of oppression and their 
replacement by new types of human relations.   

Much will depend on the ability of revolutionaries 
now to articulate that opposition with the depth and se-
riousness owed to Haiti's long freedom struggle, which 
has given so very much to the world. 
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Iranian workers enter fray, raise questions
Continued from p. 1

Haitian women demonstrate for tents particularly for 
women and children
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The anti-fascist movement in Germany is a radi-
cal militant movement also opposing capitalism. It is 
95% young people under 30. Anti-Fascist Action (AFA) 
is a network comprised of youth from Germany, Neth-
erlands, Denmark, Italy, Sweden, Spain, even South 
America. There are anti-fascist groups in Sao Paolo 
and Rio, for example. 

The goal is to smash fascism in all its forms. It is 
a heterogeneous group of communists and anarchists 
who wish to replace capitalism with a stateless non-
capitalist society. As with the Black Panthers in the 
U.S., the state is trying to break this movement, infil-
trate it as well as attack our demonstrations. 

When neo-Nazis try to march, we try to stop 
them. We block roads. If the police set up barri-
ers, we break through police lines. If the Nazis 
are marching in the street, we attack them on 
the street. Neo-Nazis and fascists kill people in Ger-
many every week, every year. They have killed hun-
dreds. We don't believe we should accept them and let 
them present their opinions. We need to prevent them 
by any means possible. Our activities include organiz-
ing large demonstrations, reading Marx's Capital, etc. 
The idea is to have organizing and education of young 
people mostly by young people. 

Berlin alone has over 30 independent anti-fascist 

groups with 10 to 140 members per group. In Ger-
many there are well over 200 groups. The decentral-
ized anarchist structure makes it hard to count. But 
it helps in resisting infiltration: there are not many 
police agents under 18. The secret service publishes 
the number of "radicals" every year, people whom 
they consider to be against our Constitution. They say 
there are 35,000. I think that number is low. In the 
two suburbs of Berlin I know, I would estimate 10,000-
15,000 people in the radical Left who participate in 
marches and anti-fascist actions.

Neo-Nazis and fascists gathered at Cologne in 
2008, attempting a unified anti-Muslim attack. The 
anti-fascist movement decided to block the entire city.
The Nazis couldn't enter or exit the airport, couldn't 
exit the train stations and could not enter the city. 
All the streets around their meeting place were full 
of anti-fascist people. Around 15,000 participated in 
this non-violent action. The police were beating the 
demonstrators, in effect supporting the Nazis and the 
fascists. We had to defend ourselves against the police 
with their water cannons, tanks, and cordons of 500 
policemen in riot gear. We blocked the entire conven-
tion center for the day, starting at 5 AM and keeping it 
up until about 7 PM. The Nazis from Italy and Spain, 
Belgium and Holland had to leave. They could not hold 
their unity meeting. We all wear black, so if there is a 
problem, the police can't pick us out by our clothing.

The concept of collective militancy was used in 
Cologne, but also to block the G8 summit in 2008. It 
is not "normal" for a student or young teacher 
or young professional to one day be a student 
and the next day dress in black and fight the 
state. There has to be a space in between. That 
is the space for collective militancy. We hold col-
lective action trainings all over Germany. Once people 
are trained, they are more successful in their mass 
blockades. When we blocked the airport, not the air-
port buildings, but actual runways, the police were 
shocked, they didn't know what to do. The penalty for 
being out there was at most $50, which is not much 
risk. 

It is important to involve the youth in the anti-
fascist movement, to get them aware of the political 
theory and political action. It enables people to par-
ticipate in political processes and actions. The radical 
Left is able to establish a whole subculture in Berlin, 
with parties, concerts, discussions, silk-screening. We 
have about ten events every day, more on weekends.

How do young people get involved in the anti-fas-
cist movement? First they come to discussion groups 
where they teach themselves about the issues, learn 
democratic processes and decision-making. They read 
Marx, talk about sexism, capitalism, developing radi-
cal democracy within the groups. We hold camps to 
talk about border issues, others to talk about climate 
issues. If there are Nazis within our suburb, we "out" 
the Nazis. We make flyers and hand them out to neigh-
bors alerting them that they are living next to a Nazi. 
We put up posters. The group decides what is an ap-
propriate action.             —German youth activist

No to education cuts!

Oakland, Cal.—Thousands of students and teachers 
walked out of East Bay classrooms March 4 to con-
verge on the steps of Oakland City Hall as part of 
a national Day of Action protesting horrendous bud-
get cuts to public education. Marchers from grade 
school through university carried signs with mes-
sages such as "Educate the State" and "Instruction 
not Construction." A contingent of Latinos, Asians 
and Blacks representing various community colleges 
blocked the main entrance to City Hall with large 
banners that read "Fight Back" and "What the Hell 
Happened to Affordable Education?" Following the 
rally, 150 demonstrators completely stopped traf-
fic on a nearby freeway. Many commuters got out of 
their cars to cheer them on.                    —David M'Oto

German youth fight neo-fascismAfricans revolt in Italy
Seven hundred immigrant workers in Rosarno, Ca-

labria, Italy, turned over vehicles, set trash cans on fire, 
and attacked parked cars, reacting to "black hunting."

Immigrant workers from North Africa and 
Maghreb, who come to pick fruit in the region of Sicily 
dominated by the 'Ndrangheta Mafia group, are con-
tinually attacked by racist local people. They live in si-
los and abandoned factories in substandard conditions 
without bathrooms or beds.

These African workers, called temporeros, work as 
day laborers 12 to 14 hours a day for 20 euros (about 
$27) before paying 5 euros commission to recruiters. 
They work as if they were slaves for 'Ndrangheta. 

Recently a local racist group openly attacked, shot 
and wounded African immigrants. Others were beaten.

When many of the immigrants went to City Hall to 
ask for protection, they encountered a lynch mob, which 
almost hanged some of them.

Roberto Saviano, who has written extensively on 
the Naples Mafia, argues against treating the immi-
grant workers as criminals, and adds: "[The riots]... 
were really a revolt against the 'Ndrangheta...Anyone 
who seeks to negate or to minimize this motive is not 
familiar with these places where everything—jobs, 
wages, housing—is controlled by criminal organiza-
tions.... The only ones who've had the courage to rebel 
against them are the Africans."

Marx said that labor in the white skin can never be 
free while labor in the Black skin is branded. Those im-
migrant workers need our support to free us from the 
chain of capital's domination.      

 —Manel

U.S. finances murderous Plan Colombia
Cali, Colombia—The scene: a rural home, early in 

the morning. All of a sudden, the booming sound of a 
very low-flying helicopter. A little girl asks, "Mommy, 
what's that?" Casually, someone answers, "Those are 
the gringos that are coming to bomb our country."

The little girl, her doll in tow, ducks under the 
kitchen table looking for a safe place to hide. A house in 
the country isn't any place to hide from a helicopter, be-
cause it was built to house a family that merely wants 
to live in peace. It is not meant to be a bunker.

For the children in Colombia and all over the 
world that are affected by it, political violence 
is a cruel reality. They don't see war on TV, but 
live amidst the bombs, many of them victims, so-
called "collateral damage."

In Colombia it's become common to see helicopters 
flying to the conflict zones. A Blackhawk helicopter 
costs about $500 an hour to maintain. The national 
budget is eaten up by war. This includes the foreign dol-
lars that are earmarked to prolong the conflict.

The arming of Plan Colombia isn't free: the esti-
mated U.S. support in 2010 is about $456 million. The 
U.S. government donates, but the arms providers don't 
then in turn make the guns free. Money passes from 
the U.S. government to the particular companies that 
deal in arms. This means arms manufacturers aren't 
interested in ending the war, or the drug trade. Whole 
industries and companies thrive on the war on drugs: 
contractors, assessors, fumigation chemical manufac-
turers. They keep politicians in power, they legislate 
and fund this war supposedly against narco-trafficking.

The Colombian military budget for 2010 is $11 mil-
lion. That's good for arms manufacturers, which are 
mainly North American companies. It's hard to see a 
way to peace, or to the end of drug trafficking this way. 
The way to combat drugs is to throw out the representa-

tives of the drug traffickers who hold government posts 
and make policy. In Colombia, 70 members of Congress 
are being investigated for ties with paramilitary bands, 
run and financed by drug mafias. The armed forces play 
their part in the drug trade. The infamous Blue cartel 
was full of military personnel.

A delegation of British Parliamentarians, senior 
trade union leaders and labor lawyers visited recently 
and met with trade unionists, government officials, 
politicians, political prisoners, peace activists, farmers, 
relatives of FARC hostages and the relatives of the in-
nocent civilians executed by the army who pretended 
they were guerrilla fighters in order to inflate the num-
ber of combat deaths.

Having heard their testimony about the real im-
pact of Plan Colombia money, they concluded: "We be-
lieve that: 1) the army is responsible for the majority 
of human rights abuses against the civilian population 
and a lack of government action to address the abuses 
makes them complicit and culpable in the continua-
tion of such abuses; 2) the abuses are systematic, wide-
spread and continuing; 3) paramilitary activity contin-
ues, particularly in rural areas, and there is evidence of 
continuing links with the army."

The right-wing government in Colombia hasn't 
only tolerated massacres. They've actually provid-
ed arms—many of which have been purchased 
with money from Plan Colombia—to the crimi-
nal bands that carry them out. Tax dollars paid by 
U.S. citizens are used to fund atrocities like the mas-
sacre in the conflict-neutral community of San José de 
Apartadó (Urabá Antioquia). In an act that will almost 
surely heighten the conflict, the Colombian government 
has recently decided to give 10 military bases to the 
U.S. Army.         

—Leo Alcantúz
(Translated by Brown Douglas.)

Memphis attacks poor
Memphis—Roughly a year after passing a law 

against aggressive panhandling, there's another push 
to legislate the homeless population out of the Mem-
phis downtown tourist district. The Center City Com-
mission (CCC), a semi-private entity chartered to man-
age the district, is pushing a law prohibiting the sale of 
single beers and an outright ban on panhandling. 

On Feb. 16, a committee of the Memphis City Coun-
cil met to discuss the new ordinances before a standing-
room-only crowd. Spokespeople for the Memphis Police 
Department and CCC cited the danger of aggressive 
panhandling and called for creating a no-pandhandling 
zone where the authorities will "set up specific sites 
where people can legally panhandle." Critics argued 
that the new laws violate the First Amendment and are 
part of a campaign to push the homeless population to 
poorer parts of the city. 

The second ordinance, which has met with near-
unanimous opposition by convenience store owners, 
would ban the sale of single beers within parts of the 
downtown tourist district "because we've tied the sale 
of single beers with the disorder problems downtown," 
said a CCC spokesman. A local convenience store owner 
told the committee that passing this ordinance would 
cost him 30-40% of his revenues, since people who buy 
single beers also buy cigarettes, candy, or other snacks. 
I pointed out there is already a law against aggressive 
panhandling.

For the CCC and the Memphis government, hous-
ing, shelter, addressing poverty and mental illness are 
not on the agenda. The war on poverty is being won by 
the wrong team.

—Peace and justice activist

'Blackwater' reviewed
In Blackwater (Nation Books, 2009), Jeremy Sca-

hill shows us a powerful force that has been operating 
without oversight. He investigates Blackwater's ex-
treme right-wing origins—the people, politicians and 
the climate in the U.S. which permitted this anomaly 
to arise. 

Blackwater operates surreptitiously, close to the 
line of illegality, and lacks public acceptance. A pri-
vate organization coming together on the basis of profit 
through militarized violence, and able to do so by call-
ing itself, and actually being, an arm of the govern-
ment/military, is a fearful phenomenon. Such an entity 
is a threat to democracy. Didn't President Eisenhower 
warn us to beware of the power of the military-indus-
trial complex?

Blackwater covers territory wherever there is mas-
sive destruction by nature or conflict by war. Their 
agents were immediately in New Orleans after Hurri-
cane Katrina, arriving heavily armed in war gear, to-
tally out of place, without orders of what they were to 
do. Blackwater has been present in Iraq and Afghani-
stan as "security guards." After their outrageous killing 
of Iraqi civilians, they continue to ply their murderous 
trade under a new name, Xe Services.

George W. Bush's use of the word "crusade" for his 
wars throughout the Middle East was perfect for Black-
water and the extreme religious beliefs of its executives. 

Scahill's Blackwater is highly readable and goes 
into greater depth than the usual newspaper items con-
cerning Blackwater's atrocities.

—Nobu
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Afghans suffer surge
by Gerry Emmett

The largest U.S. offensive of the long Afghan war 
was launched in February in Taliban-held Marjah, in 
southern Afghanistan. While fighting there has now 
wound down, most residents 
are unable to return for fear 
of bombs planted by the Tal-
iban during the battle. This 
indignity follows the brutal 
grinding experienced at the 
hands of the U.S. military.

One U.S. air strike alone 
killed 27 Afghan civilians, in-
cluding several children. An-
other 12 people, half of them 
children, were killed Feb. 14 
when U.S. rockets struck a 
family home. In the latest Af-
ghan "surge," U.S. command-
ers have apologized six times 
in ten days for civilian deaths. 
It is the way the U.S. has con-
ducted its brutal war all along. One Afghan woman in 
Helmand province expressed a common feeling: "The 

Americans use methods to lower deaths on their side 
but in the process are raising Afghan deaths." 

An Afghan man in Kabul said: "I want to ask Gen-
eral McChrystal if he had lost his family in such an in-
cident, and if someone called to apologize, what would 

his reaction be? An apology 
doesn't bring anyone back 
to life." 

As in Pakistan, the use 
of unmanned drones and 
"precision" weapons results 
in a high level of civilian 
deaths and injuries. In ad-
dition, the U.S. has been 
expanding the number of 
camps at which Afghan 
civilians are arrested and 
held without charges. The 
U.S. and its NATO allies 
claim that they will deliver 
a respectable government 
behind these policies. The 

desires of the Afghan people are meanwhile being ig-
nored, their voices unheard.

Afghans are being offered little alternative. The 
endgame for the Taliban would be a return to power. 
But the people of Afghanistan have not forgotten the 
horrors of life under Taliban rule. Even in the center 
of their support, among Pashtuns in southern Afghani-
stan, only one in four would support their return and 
very few would do so in the rest of the country. In recent 
months they have also seemingly lost some of the sup-
port they had received from Pakistan's secret services. 
Their only real claim is in not being the corrupt Karzai 
government.

For now the U.S. supports the continuation of the 
same corrupt Karzai government. Its one and only rec-
ommendation is that it is not the Taliban. But of course 
it is also anti-woman, anti-human rights, and so anti-
democratic that it now rules after having produced an 
election as blatantly fraudulent as that of its neighbor-
ing government in Iran. The Obama administration is 
running into the same problem as the cruder Bush ad-
ministration did—the inability of imperialism to wage 
a revolutionary war. The problem isn't the Afghan 
quagmire, it is the quagmire of U.S. bourgeois society. 

As Terry Moon expressed it, "In all the scenarios 
spun out of the heads of U.S. leaders, none of them con-
sider either the desire or the ability of Afghan people 
to govern their own lives and nation. Yet that is the 
only solution" ("Afghan lives, freedom sucked into U.S. 
quagmire," News & Letters, October-November 2009). 

It is why the only realistic position for internation-
al solidarity with the Afghan people is support for those 
forces which demand revolutionary changes like wom-
en's equality to men. This calls equally for a revolution-
ary perspective here in the U.S. It is why News and Let-
ters Committees from the beginning, long before Sept. 
11, 2001, expressed our support for the Revolutionary 
Association of the Women of Afghanistan. Those like 
Malalai Joya, who risked her life to educate young 
women under the Taliban's rule, and today equally op-
poses the Taliban, Karzai, and the U.S. war, deserve 
international support. 

The U.S. has already announced that a new round 
of fighting, a larger offensive, will be unleashed later 
this year against Kandahar, a city the Taliban have 
long used as a stronghold. The necessity to support 
those forces within Afghanistan that represent a real 
hope for change only grows greater. 
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Sri Lanka Today
It took more than six months after the wholesale 

elimination of the Tamil Tigers last May by the Sri 
Lankan military, an operation that murdered tens of 
thousands of Tamil civilians as well, before the govern-
ment of Mahinda Rajapaksa began to close the intern-
ment camps it had set up to police the surviving Tamil 
civilians. Then came the January elections between Ra-
japaksa and his military commander General Sarath 
Fonseka. Though Fonseka led the military campaign 
against the Tigers, he campaigned against Tamil mis-
treatment, hoping to win Tamil support. While winning 
the majority of the Tamil votes, Fonseka lost the elec-
tion and was promptly arrested by Rajapaksa. 

The election maneuvers between Rajapaksa and 
Fonseka do not reveal the truth of the Tamils' condi-
tions today. Their major city, Jaffna, lies in ruins. The 
Jaffna Peninsula, "the cultural heart of Tamil life," saw 
hundreds of thousands flee over the course of the 25- 
year civil war, with another 100,000 dead. As well, the 
Tamil Tigers murdered any Tamil political leader who 
dissented from their domination. 

Newly re-elected Rajapaksa made it clear he has 
no intention of granting self-rule in Tamil majority 
regions. The international community, which for the 
most part turned a blind eye to Tamil demands for 
self-determination, remains far removed. A bipartisan 
report from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
pointed to the U.S. approach: "With the end of the war, 
the U.S. needs to reevaluate its relationship with Sri 
Lanka to reflect new political and economic realities. 
While humanitarian concerns remain important, U.S. 
policy toward Sri Lanka cannot be dominated by a sin-
gle agenda. It is not effective at delivering real reform, 
and it shortchanges U.S. geo-strategic interests in the 
region." No doubt "U.S. geo-strategic interests" will be 
the big winner. 

Where a new generation of Tamils will go after 
decades of war and ruin remains to be seen. They cer-
tainly will have to rely on their own thinking and doing, 
hopefully finding some Sinhalese who will unite with 
them on the basis of revolutionary self-determination 
for the Tamils and for all of Sri Lanka.      

—Eugene Walker

Who We Are And What We Stand For
News and Letters Committees is an 

organization of Marxist-Humanists that 
since its birth has stood for the abolition 
of capitalism, both in its private property 
form as in the U.S., and its state prop-
erty form, as it has historically appeared 
in state-capitalist regimes calling them-
selves Communist as in Russia and Chi-
na. We stand for the development of new 
human relations, what Marx first called a 
new Humanism.

News & Letters was founded in 1955, 
the year of the Detroit wildcat strikes 
against Automation and the Montgomery 
Bus Boycott against segregation—activi-
ties which signaled a new movement from 
practice that was itself a form of theory. 
News & Letters was created so that the 
voices of revolt from below could be heard 
unseparated from the articulation of a 
philosophy of liberation.

Raya Dunayevskaya (1910–1987), 
founder of the body of ideas of Marxist-
Humanism, became Chairwoman of the 

National Editorial Board and National 
Chairwoman of the Committees from its 
founding to 1987. Charles Denby (1907–
83), a Black production worker, author 
of Indignant Heart: A Black Worker's 
Journal, became editor of the paper from 
1955 to 1983. Dunayevskaya's works, 
Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until 
Today (1958), Philosophy and Revolu-
tion: From Hegel to Sartre and from 
Marx to Mao (1973), and Rosa Luxem-
burg, Women's Liberation, and Marx's 
Philosophy of Revolution (1982) spell out 
the philosophic ground of Marx's Hu-
manism internationally, as American 
Civilization on Trial concretizes it on the 
American scene and shows the two-way 
road between the U.S. and Africa.

This body of ideas challenges all 
those desiring freedom to transcend the 
limitations of post-Marx Marxism, be-
ginning with Engels. In light of the crises 
of our nuclearly armed world, it becomes 
imperative not only to reject what is, but 

to reveal and further develop the revolu-
tionary Humanist future inherent in the 
present. The new visions of the future 
which Dunayevskaya left us in her work 
from the 1940s to the 1980s are rooted in 
her discovery of Marx's Marxism in its 
original form as a new Humanism and 
in her re-creation of that philosophy for 
our age as Marxist-Humanism. This is 
recorded in the documents on microfilm 
and open to all under the title The Raya 
Dunayevskaya Collection—Marxist-Hu-
manism: A Half-Century of Its World De-
velopment.

Dunayevskaya's philosophic com-
prehension of her creation and develop-
ment of Marxist-Humanism, especially 
as expressed in her 1980s writings, pres-
ents the vantage point for re-creating 
her ideas anew. Seeking to grasp that 
vantage point for ourselves and make it 
available to all who struggle for freedom, 
we have published Dunayevskaya's origi-
nal 1953 philosophic breakthrough and 

her final 1987 Presentation on the Dia-
lectics of Organization and Philosophy 
in The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-
Humanism (1989), and donated new 
supplementary volumes to the Raya Du-
nayevskaya Collection. News and Letters 
Committees aims at developing and con-
cretizing this body of ideas for our time.

In opposing this capitalistic, racist, 
sexist, heterosexist, class-ridden society, 
we have organized ourselves into a com-
mittee form of organization rather than 
any elitist party "to lead." We participate 
in all class and freedom struggles, nation-
ally and internationally. As our Constitu-
tion states: "It is our aim…to promote the 
firmest unity among workers, Blacks and 
other minorities, women, youth and those 
intellectuals who have broken with the 
ruling bureaucracy of both capital and 
labor." We do not separate mass activities 
from the activity of thinking. Send for a 
copy of the Constitution of News and Let-
ters Committees.
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New Latin American and 
Caribbean organization

Meeting in the Mexican Caribbean, 32 Latin Amer-
ican and Caribbean nations formed a new organization 
in the Western Hemisphere with the deliberate exclu-
sion of the U.S. and Canada. 

The new organization, which includes Cuba and 
excludes the coup-founded Honduras government, re-
flects a new reality. First, in recent decades there have 
been powerful social movements in Latin America 
which opened the way for more populist governments, 
and a movement away from militarism. This needs to 
be seen with many caveats, as witnessed with the coup 
in Honduras, and the right-wing authoritarian-milita-
ristic governments in Colombia and Mexico, as well as 
the return of the right in Chile. 

Second, the new organization reflects the rise of 
Brazil as a growing regional capitalist power. Despite 
all the anti-U.S. rhetoric from Venezuela's Chavez and 
Bolivia's Morales, the separation from the colossus of 
the North does not mean a movement away from capi-
talism, only from U.S.-dominated neoliberalism. As re-
freshing as this may be, the Community of Latin Amer-
ican and Caribbean States is only a limited first step to 
the kind of radical separation from U.S. hegemony that 
is needed.              —E.W.

WORLD   VIEWIN

Murder in Dubai
The assassination of Hamas leader Mahmoud al-

Mabhouh in Dubai on Jan. 19 shows the very perilous 
state of the entire region. The hit was probably carried 
out by Israeli agents using passports stolen from people 
with joint Israeli-European citizenship. It was likely 
directed at interfering with the Iranian arms pipeline 
into Gaza, the same operation that was bombed in So-
malia last year with a serious loss of life. But it should 
not be forgotten that Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states 
have an interest in undermining Iranian influence.

If the truth of what happened in Room 230 of the 
Al Bustan Rotana hotel ever becomes known, it could 
involve any number of players beyond the 27 fugitive 
suspects so far identified by Dubai police. It may be one 
more incident in a larger power struggle that could eas-
ily become a major, and tragic, regional war.

The Mabhouh assassination has sparked con-
troversy and some soul-searching in Israel, with the 
leading newspaper Haaretz calling for the resignation 
of intelligence chief Meir Dagan. A dangerous new 
stage of reaction was also reached in Israel with the 
attacks on the New Israel Fund (NIF) by a right-wing 
student group, Im Tirzu. The group, led by a veteran 
of last year's war on Gaza, accused the NIF of being a 
"pseudo-human rights organization using the terminol-
ogy of human rights to create a blood libel upon Israeli 
soldiers."

This accusation was made because the NIF has 
contributed money to many Israeli human rights 
groups that provided information for the Goldstone Re-
port. The massive Goldstone Report documented Israeli 
war crimes (along with others') in the war on Gaza. Im 
Tirzu, with the approval of the current Israeli govern-
ment, has attempted a broad-based attack on all critics 
of that government, but especially the peace movement.

The New Israel Fund was forced to deny being an 
enemy of Israel, and a statement by the social demo-
cratic party Meretz, of which the Fund's director Naomi 
Chazan has been a member, said this: "It warns of the 
McCarthyist slope on which we find ourselves. These 
are civil society organizations that stand at the fore-
front of the struggle for Israel's democratic image and 
civic character."

RAWA activists open clinic in Khewa camp in Pakistan to care for 
Afghan women and children refugees. 


